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The Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society

has for its objects:

—

1. The Practical Study of Natural Science.

2. The protection, by its influence with landowners and others, of

indigenous species requiring protection, and the circulation

of information which may dispel prejudices leading to their

destruction.

3. The discouragement of the practice of destroying the rarer

species of birds that occasionally visit the County, and of

exterminating rare plants in their native localities.

4. The record of facts and traditions connected with the habits,

distribution, and former abundance or otherwise of animals

and plants which have become extinct in the County
;
and the

use of all legitimate means to prevent the extermination of

existing species, more especially those known to be diminishing

in numbers.

5. The publication of Papers on Natural Histoi’y, contributed to

the Society, especially such as relate to the County of Norfolk.

6. The facilitating a friendly intercourse between local Naturalists,

by means of Meetings for the reading and discussion of

papers and for the exhibition of specimens, supplemented by

Field-meetings and Excursions, with a view to extend the

study of Natural Science on a sound and systematic basis.
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Barrett (Charles G., F.E.S.). The Lepidoptera of the British

Islands. Vol. iv. 8vo. Lond., 1897. From the Author.

Bath Natural History and Antiquarian Field Club. Proceedings,

Vol. viii. no. 4. 8vo. Bath, 1897. From the Club.

Bennett (Arthur, F.L.S.). Carcx aquatilis, Wahlb. in Lake
Lancashire. [From the ‘Naturalist' for March, 1897. j pp. 4.

8 vo. From the Author.

Notes on British Plants. II. Carcx. Reprinted from

the ‘Journal of Botany’ for June and July, 1897.] pp. 14.

8vo. From the Author.

Bristol Naturalists’ Society. Proceedings. New series, vol. viii.

part 2. 8vo. Bristol, 1897. From the Society.

British Association. Toronto Meeting, 1897. Preliminary Pro-

gramme, with Maps and Illustrations, pp. 70. 8vo. Toronto,

1896. From the British Association.

British Ornithologists’ Club. Bulletin. Edited by R. Bowdler
Sharpe, LL.D. Vol. i. 8vo. Lond. 1893.

From Mr. J. U. Gurney, F.Z.S.

Cardiff Naturalists’ Society. Report and Transactions. Vol.

x.wiii. part 2, and vol. xxix. 8vo. Cardiff, 1897.

From the Society.

Croydon Microscopical and Natural History Club. Proceedings and
Transactions, 189d—97. 8vo. Croydon, 1897. From the Club.

Ealing Natural Science and Microscopical Society. Report and
Transactions for 1896— 7. 8vo. Ealing, 1897. From the Society.

Eastbourne Natural History Society. Transactions. Vol. iii.

part 2. 8vo. Eastbourne, 1897. From the Society.

Edwards (James, F.E.S.). On a gynandromorphous specimen of
Adoprea thaumas, Hufn. [From the * Entomologist’ for March,
1898.] pp. 2. 8vo. From the Author.

Notes on the Genus Chloriona, Fieber; with descriptions
of a new species. [From the ‘ Entomologist’s Monthly Magazine,’
second series, vol. ix., March, 1898.] pp. 5. 8vo.

From the Author.

Harrison (W. Jerome, F.G.S.). A Bibliography of Norfolk
Glaciology. [Reprinted from the ‘ Glacialists’ Magazine’ for

March, June, September, 1897.] pp. 92. 8vo. From the Author.
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Hinde (George Jennings, Ph.D., F.R.S.). Notes on tlie Gravels
of Croydon and its neighbourhood. [Reprinted from the
‘ Transactions of the Croydon Microscopical and Natural
History Club ’ for 1896—47.] pp. 15. 8vo. From the Author.

Ibis (The), a Quarterly Journal of Ornithology. Edited by P. L.
Sclater, Ph.D., F.R.S., and Howard Saunders, F.L.S. Seventh
Series, nos. 9—13. 8vo. Lond., 1897—98.
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Read by the President, Mr. Arthur W. Preston, F. R. Met. Soc.,

to the Member* of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalist
s’

Society, at their Twenty-ninth Annual Meeting, held at the

Norwich Castle-Museum, March 20th, 1898.

Ladies and Gentlemen—Twelve months having elapsed since

you did me the honour of electing me to fill this chair, it now

falls upon me to address to you a few remarks before vacating it.

Speaking first of the financial position of the Society, it will

bo seen from the balance sheet that it continues to be satisfactory.

The income and expenditure of the year have been nearly equal,

while the Life Membership Fund shows a substantial reserve of

nearly £100 in the Post Cilice Savings Bank, after paying £10 to

the current account for working expenses.

The number of members remains nearly the same as at the

commencement of the year. Five have died, two have resigned,

and six new members have been elected
;
one of the latter, the

Hon. W. Rothschild, being a life member. Of those removed by

death, the first was Sir Edward Newton, of whom, I understand,

Mr. Southwell has prepared a special memoir which will be

published in our ‘ Transactions.’

Mr. T. J. Mann died at his residence, Hyde Hall, Sawbridgeworth,

Herts, on 25th August, 1897. He was the head of the brewery

firm of Mann, Crossman, and Paulin, and the eldest son of the late

Mr. Thomas Mann of Thelveton Hall, Norfolk. An ardent lover

of hawking, he established a falconry at Hyde Hall, the seat of

the Earls of Roden, on his acquiring a lease of that property.

His valuable paper, delivered to the Society in 1889, on “ Hawks :

how obtained and trained” (Trans. Norfolk and Norwich Nat. Soc.

vol. iv. p. 650), will long be remembered.

VOL. VI. A A
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Tlie other members whose loss we have to deplore are

Mr. William Birkbeck, Mr. R. Blake, and the Rev. H. T. Griffith,

the two former of whom had been members of our Society for a

great number of years.

We have to thank Dr. Lowe, Mr. J. H. Gurney, Mr. G. F.

Buxton, Mr. H. G. Barclay, and others for donations of books,

periodicals, &c., received from them during the past year, forming

valuable additions to the Society’s Library.

Sir Francis Boileau in his address from this chair last year

alluded to the fact that the excursions of the Society, which at one

time formed so pleasurable a feature in the year's programme, had

almost fallen into abeyance. I therefore felt it my duty to do

what little I could during my year of office to attempt to revive

these enjoyable meetings, and being of opinion that one good

excursion only should be attempted instead of two or three small

ones, and on the principle that “ union is strength,” knowing that

our kindred Society, the Norwich Science Gossip Club, had also

experienced a similar falling off at its field meetings, I ventured to

suggest that the Society and Club should combine and make an

excursion to a place of interest during the summer.

This suggestion proved a great success, and on June 17th,

a party of over thirty members from the joint societies met at

Thorpe Railway Station, and proceeded to North Walsham, where

they took conveyances to Mundesley, now a rising watering-place.

A very enjoyable walk was there taken, in the best of weather,

along the beach to Trimingham, under the escort of that

distinguished geologist, Mr. F. W. Harmer, F.G.S., who was good

enough to undertake to point out to the members the various

objects of interest to be found along the coast section exposed in

this interesting locality. At the outset, Mr. Harmer drew our

attention to the well-known post-glacial deposit, which was

examined somewhat minutely, as was also the pre-glacial Fresh-

water bed, from which Mr. Clement Reid obtained specimens of

the Arctic plants Salix polaris and Betula nana. Mr. Harmer

pointed out that the fossil bed in this neighbourhood contained

a great quantity of mammalian remains
;
none, however, were
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observed on the occasion of our visit. Our conductor also

explained that the deposit in which these remains occur is usually

covered by talus, and fossils are, as a rule, met with only when it

has been cleared away by a storm. On arriving at Trimingham

a bountiful tea awaited us, and my friend, I)r. H. Cooper Pattin,

President of the Science Gossip Club, presided over one end of

the tea-table, while I did similar duty at the other end. A pleasant

drive through Sidestrand and Overstrand brought us to Cromer

Station, and I think I express the feelings of all present, when

I say that wo returned borne highly satisfied with a most

successful excursion, favoured by the finest weather we could have

wished for. The result will, I hope, be a stimulus for future field

meetings equally agreeable, and there is no reason to fear, in my
opinion, that if conducted on similar lines, such should not be

the case.

The monthly meetings, at all of which, fortunately, I was able

to preside, have, as a whole, been well attended, and some excellent

and instructive papers have been read.

The following subjects have been dealt with, the figures

appended showing the numbers of papers or notes given on

each head :
—
Ornithology 15

Zoology 3

Entomology 2

Botany 2

Geology 1

Meteorology 1

Natural History Notes 1

These figures are very striking, no less than sixty per cent, of

the papers read having been on ornithological subjects. Does not

this fact confirm the view which has sometimes been expressed

that our Society is getting a little too exclusively ornithological?

That the meetings are held within the same walls as in which

are stored one of the finest collections of British Birds in the

kingdom, is in itself a justification of that subject being that

most freely dealt with
;
but one cannot help wishing that other

A A 2
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branches of natural science had found a more prominent place in

the doings of the Society. Botany and geology have been but

feebly represented during the evening meetings, and it is

disappointing that results obtained from the microscope and

telescope seem to have been entirely ignored by our Society. The

fact that our brethren from the kindred society, who accompanied

us on our summer excursion, now find it necessary to give two

whole evenings, instead of one as formerly, to microscopical

matters ought not to be without its lesson to us. A good

astronomical paper would, in my opinion, also occasionally be

both welcome and instructive, and even horticultural notes might

come as a pleasing variety, and be not out of place in this “ city’
-

of gardens.” 1 should also much like to see the “magic lantern”

introduced at our meetings, as I am confident this favourite

method of illustration would be the means of popularising our

monthly assemblies.

I commend these few remarks for the consideration of those in

authority. They are made in no spirit of criticism, but merely as

suggestions, with a view of increasing the good work done by the

Society and enhancing its popularity.

I would now briefly allude, in their order, to the notes and

papers given.

At the April meeting, Mr. J. H. Walter gave an account of

a visit to an Egyptian Ostrich Farm.

At the May meeting, Mr. Southwell read some interesting notes

on a Decoy at Eeltwell, and exhibited a fine example of the old

race of Norfolk Bustards.

In September, Mr. Eldred described in detail some foreign animals

living in British Parks, and gave some entertaining descriptions

of the menageries formed by the late Earl of Derby, at Knowsley,

and by the Duke of Bedford, at Woburn. Mr. S. E. Harmer

sent a note on some bones of a Pelican from the Cambridgeshire

Fens. Mr. Mottram gave us an account of a visit to the

Swannery at Abbotsbury, near Weymouth, and Colonel Butler

communicated the occurrence of an Albatross in Cambridgeshire,

and of a Honey Buzzard in Suffolk.
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In October, Mr. J. II. Gurney read a paper on the “Economy of

the Cuckoo,” and Dr. John Lowe sent some notes upon the larva of

Psyche hombycella, and upon the migration of the King Ouzel across

the Pyrenees. Mr. Southwell recorded the addition to the Norfolk

List of Birds of the Tawny Pipit, which was taken in a clap-net,

on October 7th, 1897, on the North Denes at Yarmouth, thus

bringing the number of fully recognised Norfolk species up to 308,

not including eight doubtful ones.

At the November meeting, Mr. Southwell exhibited a specimen

of the Mediterranean Herring Gull (Larus cachinnnns), from

Mr. Connop’s collection, killed on Breydon, in 1886, and at the

same time read some interesting notes on the Swan-pit at

the Great Hospital. Mr. Thouless brought up specimens of

Piecilnscyfus vulneratus found by himself on Galium verum on the

South Denes, Great Yarmouth, being, it is believed, the iirst

specimen of this insect found on this side of the Channel. ‘ The

Y'ew Trees of Great Britain and Ireland,’ a book by Dr. Lowe,

presented by him to the Society, formed the subject of some

instructive remarks by Mr. Nicholson, and will be found

a valuable addition to our Library. Mr. Patterson’s popular

notes, brought up to date, were received, as usual, with acclamation,

and concluded one of the best meetings of the session.

In January, after some notes by Mr. W. H. Tuck, on Aculeate

Hymenoptera in Suffolk, and by Mr. Trueman Tucker, on some

human remains found in a gravel-pit, at Hunstanton, in 1897,

Mr. Southwell gave a continuation of his valuable papers on

the Birds in the Castle-Museum, confining his remarks to the

Penguins, illustrated by specimens from the Museum collection.

At this meeting a new species of Sparrow Hawk (Astur hutleri)

was exhibited by Mr. .1. H. Gurney, and some rare Fruits by

Mr. Bidwell.

The last ordinary meeting of the session was held in February,

when Mr. J. II. Gurney gave a detailed description of the

additions to the raptorial birds in the Norwich Museum during

the past year, which was listened to with much interest by the

members, and a short note on “ Marked Woodcocks ” was
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contributed by Mr. Wheler of Alnwick. The remainder of the

evening was monopolised by myself, in giving a description of the

prevailing meteorological conditions of 1897.

It may be added that the Society decided to memorialise the

Norfolk County Council as to the extension of close time to

shore-birds in this county to the 1st September, and the memorial

was subsequently duly signed by the Secretary and myself on

behalf of the Society, and forwarded to the proper quarter.

In selecting a subject on which to address you this evening

I find considerable difficulty, not being sufficiently learned on

those branches of Natural History which usually commend

themselves for discussion. It is therefore with some diffidence

that I am going to ask you for a few minutes to bear with me

on a subject which, although not altogether unfamiliar to the pages

of our ‘ Transactions,’ has not often been dealt with in recent

years. 1 allude to the recording of phenological phenomena, and

in bringing this subject before you I am following the precedent

set by the Royal Meteorological Society, who of late years have

brought the matter very prominently before the Fellows with

a view of augmenting the staff of observers throughout the

kingdom, so as to increase the amount of observations from which

to obtain the averages of first flowering of plants, both garden

and indigenous, the dates of first leafing of trees, first appearance

of birds and insects, as well as other natural phenomena. In past

times we have the “Gilbert "White” record, as well as that kept

for so long a period by the Marsham family, at Stratton Strawless

and neighbourhood, the latter forming the subject of a most

interesting paper by Mr. T. Southwell (see ‘Transactions,’ 1874

—

75). Of late years the number of observers of these phenomena

has vastly increased throughout the kingdom, and there is

now a complete set of observers organised by the Royal

Meteorological Society, ably superintended by the ex-President

of that Society, my friend, Mr. Edward Mawley, F. R. Met. Soc.,

F.R.H.S., of Berkhamsted, Herts, Secretary of the National Rose

Society, &c. As an observer of the temperature and rainfall for

many years, as well as being interested in Natural History, 1 have
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for some time past directed my observations in the direction

mentioned, as the influence of temperature and rainfall upon plant

life is at once seen by the most casual observer, and the con-

nection is very marked when the dates of the phenological

phenomena are scheduled, and read alongside with the summaries

of the meteorological observations.

My annual Meteorological Notes have now formed the subject

of papers read before this Society annually for sixteen years past,

and 1 have often thought that, some kind of summary of those

papers should appear in the ‘Transactions’ of the Society for

reference. The earlier “ notes,” however, were prepared upon less

reliable data than the later ones, and as for the ten years, 1888

—

1897, the observations have been taken on precisely the same

principle, at Blofield and Brundall, in this county, the two stations

being within a mile of, and in sight of each other (five years

observations at each), and the phenological observations having

been taken in the same neighbourhood, I have thought it best to

limit the period of my remarks this evening to those ten years.

The tables, ten in number, which I have now the pleasure to

bring to your notice, are, as to seven of them, summaries of my
observations on the temperature of the air, the rainfall, and the

direction of the wind
;
and as to the remaining three, the dates

noted are (Table VIII.) as to first leafing of deciduous trees,

(Table IX.) as to first flowering of garden flowers and shrubs,

and (Table X.) first flowering of wild plants and other phenomena.

The number of objects selected must necessarily be limited, and

those I have chosen are amongst the most frequently observed in

the neighbourhood in which my observations have been taken.

To make anything like a thorough analysis of these observations

would be too gigantic a task to attempt in a short address like the

present. The tables speak for themselves, and a comparison of

them will show at a glance the way in which the phenological

tables are affected by those relating to the weather observations.

I therefore only propose to make a few running comments on

these schedules, drawing attention to some of the more prominent

features.
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Table I. shows the absolute highest monthly and annual shade

temperature during the period. These are made (as are all the

temperature observations referred to in this paper) from

thermometers by Negretti and Zambra, exposed in a Stevenson

screen, well situated to obtain a free current of air passing

through it, but shaded from the sun’s rays, and screened from

radiation by night. It will be noticed that the highest reading

recorded during the period was 90
J

in August, 1893, and that in

no summer during the period did the thermometer fail to reach 80°.

Table II. shows the lowest night temperature in the screen, and

must not be confounded with the readings obtained from exposed

thermometers placed upon the grass where much lower readings

on clear nights are sometimes obtained. The minimum of the

period was in February, 1895, when the thermometer fell to 4°,

consequently, taking Tables I. and II. together, a range of

temperature of 86° was recorded in the ten years. The extreme

of cold in the winter is much more marked than the extreme of

heat in the summer, for whereas the day readings were from 80°

to 90° or a difference of 10° only, in winter the coldest night of

the season has differed as much as 20.2°, i.e., 4° in the winter of

1894— 5, and 24.2° in the following winter. There is no doubt

that some of the winters during the period were unusually

severe, in fact 20° of frost and upwards were registered in all

but two of them, and in five of them the thermometer fell below

10°. The last two winters of the period (1896 and 1897) were

by far the mildest, and gave comparatively little frost.

Table III. gives the mean temperature of each month and year

during the period (i.e., the means of maximum and minimum).

The most noteworthy feature of this table is the excess in

temperature of the summer months of the last five years over the

first five years, and, if we except 1895, the same remark applies

to the spring months. The yearly temperature also shows

a similar tendency, the mean of the first five years being 47.5°,

and that of the last five being 49.2° or a difference of 1.7°.

Table IY. shows the monthly and annual rainfall of the ten

years, as collected in a five inch “ Symons ” rain-gauge, whose
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receiving surface is one foot above the level of the ground. Here

again we have a marked difference between the first five and last

five years, the total of the first five being 140.83 inches, and of

the last five 117.24 inches, or a difference for the period of

23.59 inches. In other words, the first five years gave an average

of 28.16 per annum, and the last five only 23.45 per annum, or

4.71 inches per annum less than the first five. The wettest year

was 1892, with 31.05 inches, and the driest 1693, with 19.66

inches. The wettest month was October, 1892, with 7.62 inches,

and the driest February, 1891, with 0.07 inch only, which latter

was nearly equalled in April, 1893, when 0.10 inch oidy fell.

On the average of the period, July and October were the wettest

months, each yielding a mean of over 3 inches, and February was

the driest, the average being 1.36 inches only. Comparing this

table witli Table III. (mean temperatures), it will be readily seen

that the five cool summers I have alluded to were wet, the rainfall

of July exceeding 4 inches in four instances out of the five,

whereas, with one exception, all the five warmer summers were

dry, and the exception referred to (1894) was the coolest of the

five warm summers.

Tables V., VI., and VII. deal exclusively with the direction of

the wind, and my reason for compiling these tables is, that

I think they may be useful for reference by our ornithological

members, some of whom occasionally consult me as to prevailing

wind directions over particular periods connected with the

migration of birds. Time will not permit me to refer to them at

length
;
they speak for themselves, and will, I think, supply such

information as may be necessary for ornithological purposes.

I would only say in passing that the results at the foot of

the columns in Table V., have been obtained by extracting from

mv journals, the general direction of the wind for every day

during the ten years. These results show in a most marked

manner that the winds in this neighbourhood have a very decided

maximum for each mouth, and such maximum extends over

a considerable period; i.e., the S.W. is the prevailing wind

continuously from June to January, followed by W. in February
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and March, and the well-known cutting North-Easters in April

and May, extending into June.

We now come to the last three tables (VIII. to X.), dealing

with the phenological observations.

The first of these (Table VIII.) relates exclusively to the first

leafing of trees, and may accordingly bo compared with the long

period of the “ Marsham ” records before referred to. For the

purposes of condensation the number of the various kinds of

trees from which observations have been taken has been limited to

ten, with the addition of a note of the date on which the foliage

is generally complete, or, in other words, when the woodland

scenery of the county has assumed its full summer verdure, and

bare boughs are seen no more.

Table IX. comprises a selection, from many, of ten garden

plants or flowering shrubs found in nearly every garden, from

which it is easy to take down the dates of first flowering, and

commences with the earliest of our spring flowers, the Winter

Aconite, and concludes with one of the latest of our horticultural

productions, the Colcliicum autumnale or Saffron Crocus. (Where

the dates of the first flowering of the Winter Aconite occur in

December, it refers to the December of the previous year.)

The first part of Table X. contains the names of twenty

common wild flowers selected principally from the list published by

the Royal Meteorological Society, to which the attention of observers

is specially drawn. These plants have been arranged in the

sequence of their natural orders, and not according to their dates.

Nearly all of these plants are met with in daily walks in this

neighbourhood, and the casual observer would hardly think that

there was such a difference between the dates of the first flowering

of some of them, and how little, apparently, others are affected by

the weather, and reappear each year with marked punctuality. Of

the former I would especially draw attention to CaUha palustris

(earliest flowering, February 1 4th, IS96
;

latest, April 25th, 1888),

a period of seventy-one days
;
and Lamiiun purpureum whose dates

extend from January 5th, 189G, to March 15th, in 1S88, a period of

seventy days. And with regard to the latter, it will lie seen that
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Lychnis dioica ranges from April 21st, 1891, to May 13th, 1888,

a period of only twenty-two days, and Anthriscus sylvestris from

April 12th, 1893 and 1894, to May 6th, 1891, a period of twenty-

four days. This table also includes details as to the dates of the

commencement of the hay harvest, the appearance of the lirst ears

of wheat, and the commencement and conclusion of the corn

harvest. The last two items show the dates of the first notes of

the Cuckoo and Nightingale. I regret that 1 am unable to add

the dates of the first arrivals of birds and insects.

Comparing the three last tables with those relating to

temperature, it is at once seen what an important part

temperature plays in the development of vegetable life.

Commencing with the year 1888, when (see Table III.) the

mean temperature of every month from January to August

inclusive was below tho average, wo find in Tables VIII., IX., and

X. a corresponding retardation in the first leafing and flowering, in

fact in nearly every instance the greatest number of latest dates

of the series are this year recorded, up to tho conclusion of

harvest, twenty in all. In 1891, also, when tho mean temperature

of the spring and summer were much below the average, sixteen

of the dates are the latest. On the other hand, in 1893, when

every month from February to August was above its mean value

(except the month of June which was about average), there are

no less than twenty-five of the earliest dates recorded, in fact

these three years give the extremes of mean temperature in each

case over a considerable period, and the greatest majority of the

extremes of the phenological tables. In other years there are

exceptionally warm, and exceptionally cold months, but in most

cases such months have been counterbalanced by opposite weather

speedily ensuing, with the result that the phenological dates have

not been affected in so marked a manner as when the abnormal

temperature has been continuous.

Many other interesting facts will be brought to light by a closer

comparison of the tables, and if only time had allowed me

1 should have gone into greater detail, but the limits of this paper

compel me to bring these remarks to a conclusion, hoping that
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what has been said, although very superficial, may be the means of

inducing other lovers of nature to commence a series of observations

of a similar kind. The Meteorological Society would be glad to

receive further notes from observers in this locality, especially in

West Norfolk, and it is only by increasing the staff that sufficient

data will be received, which will result in better averages being

obtained.

It is now my pleasing duty to hand over this chair to my

successor, Mr. J. TI. Gurney, a gentleman who has previously

occupied it with conspicuous ability and with marked success to

the Society, a gentleman whose name alone is a sufficient guarantee

that nothing will be found wanting during the period we have the

honour of his genial presidency. My own year of office has been

an exceedingly pleasant one. I have learnt much, have made

many friends, and have met with nothing but courtesy and

kindness on all sides. My own shortcomings have been apparent

to no one more than to myself, but the honour you conferred upon

me in electing so humble an individual to so important a post will

never be forgotten by me. I can only say, in conclusion, that

I hope my successor will have as agreeable a year of office as that

which has fallen to my lot.

TABLE I.

Absolute highest monthly and annual shade temperature during

the ten years 1888—1897.

Yeae. Jan. Feb. Mae. Ape. May June July Auo. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Year

o O O o o O o O o O o O °
1888 54.0 49.0 56.4 64.6 74.0 85.0 73.6 82.5 72.2 65.0 On 2 54.0 85.0
1889 53.0 57.7 63.7 60.4 78.8 80.0 77.8 79.2 79.2 59.0 58.8 53.0 SO .O

,

1890 54.8 48.6 64.0 62.8 71.6 77.0 74.4 80.2 76.7 09.2 57.6 43.8 SO .2
1891 50.5 64.0 60.7 64.0 72.7 79.0 79.0 77.0 82.0 69.0 64.8 55.4 82.0

1892 53.0 52.2 58.7 75.0 82.2 80.8 77.2 80.8 71.0 59.2 59.0 61.2 82.2
1898 52.2 56.0 67.5 72.0 72.0 83.7 87.8 90.0 78.0 66.2 56.8 56.0 90.0
1894 53.4 57.0 65.0 70.8 70.0 73.4 84.0 75.6 71.0 64.5 6 1 .4 51.2 84.6

1895 45.0 45.8 60.2 65.8 80.0 79.0 81.0 80.4 81.0 75.0 62.8 55.4 81.0
1896 52.0 56.2 65.6 68.4 76.0 81.0 85.0 78.2 72.0 64.4 50.4 52.2 85.0
1897 45.0 57.8 62.0 67.8 74.0 83.0 85.0 84.0 69.0 66.6 60.2 54.2 85.0

Extremes
of ten 54.8 64.0 67.5 75.0 82.2 85.0 87.8 90.0 82.0 75.0 62.8 56.0 90.0
years.
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TABLE II.

Absolute lowest monthly and annual shade temperature during

the ten years 1888— 1807.

Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Auu. Ski*t. Oct. Nov. Dec. Y EAR

O O O O o O O o o O O O o

INKS 14.2 9.6 24.2 26.2 32.0 41.8 36.6 38.5 37.2 28.4 33.2 24.8 9.6

1889 19.0 1 1.7 20.2 33.0 39.0 15.8 45.0 43.0 32.0 33 8 29.2 25.2 11.7

1890 19.4 28.2 12.0 29.8 32.6 37.8 10.0 ll.o 37.6 28.2 14.0 13.0 12.0

1891 7.2 24.2 26.5 25.0 29.8 38.0 i :>.i i 40.4 44.0 31.2 26.2 L8.0 7.2

1892 8.0 9.6 14.5 24.0 29.6 36.2 41.5 40.0 35.0 28.4 30.8 19.2 8.0

1893 8.2 24.4 27.8 30.2 38.6 36.0 15.0 41.8 37.2 31.0 28.0 21.4 8.2

1894 1 1 .5 22.6 26.2 32.8 33.8 12.0 48.0 45.0 40.0 31.2 29.6 28. i 11.5

1895 9.5 4.0 23.0 29.0 36.2 37.7 46.0 1 12 38.2 25.0 28JO 26.4 4.0

1896 24.8 25.6 29.2 31.0 34.2 36.8 41.4 41.2 40.0 29.0 24.2 24.8 24.2

1897 22.0 27.4 27.8 27.0 34.6 43.4 42.1 46.0 89.0 32.4 29.6 21.2 21.2

Ixtretnes
of ten 7.2 4.0 12.0 24.0 29.6 36.0 36.6 38.5 32.0 25.0 14.0 13.0 4.0

'

years.

TABLE III.

Mean monthly and annual temperature during the ten years

1888—1897.

Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. M AY June July Auo. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Year

o O o O ° O O o O o o o o
1888 36.8 33.9 37.1 42.5 51 1 57.3 57.6 58.2 56.3 46.0 45.7 40.3 46.9

1889 35.9 36.1 40.2 44.1 55.2 59.9 69.9 59.9 54.9 49.0 43.9 37.3 48.0

1890 41.2 38.2 43.0 44.5 53.0 58.1 58.8 58.9 69.6 49.7 41.4 30.3 48.1

1891 32.5 38.9 40.1 42.9 49.1 58.1 59.7 59.2 59.3 51.6 41.9 39.1 47.7

1892 34.6 37.2 36.6 45.0 53.3 56.5 58.3 60.3 oo.V 45.9 44.9 35.2 47.0

1893 34.1 40.2 44.6 48.4 54.3 58.5 61.4 63.9 56.6 51.0 42.4 39.5 49.6

1894 37.3 40.8 44.1 49.6 49.4 57.1 61.4 59.5 54.0 50.3 46.1 41.0 49.2

1895 32.9 30.4 42.1 47.3 53.4 58.1 61.4 61.9 60.8 46.8 46.7 39.2 48.4

1896 39.7 39.9 45.2 47.4 51.4 61.7 62.8 58.9 57.6 46.9 41.0 38.7 49.3

1897 34.7 41.4 45.0 45.3 50.5 60.3 62.0 63.4 55.0 50.6 45.2 39.9 49.5

Menu
oof ten 36.0 37.7 41.8 45.7 52.1 58.6 60.3 60.4 5/ .1 48.8 43.9 38.1 48.4
years.
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TABLE IY.

Monthly and annual rainfall during the ten years 188S— 1897.

Year. Jan. Fl B. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov . Dec. Year.

ins. ins. ins. ins. ins. ins. ins. ins. ins. ins. ins. ins. ins.

1S8S 1.24 1.93 3.01 1.74 1.08 1.52 4.88 2.12 2.24 1.82 2.94 1.13 25.65

1889 1.10 1.91 1.24 2.06 3.79 1.74 4.11 3.72 3.57 3.82 1.55 1.22 29.82

1890 2.77 .81 2.69 .95 1.50 2.81 4.12 2.68 .92 2.05 3.90 .76 25.96

1891 2.27 .07 1.79 1.25 3.60 .78 4.71 3.90 1.25 3.60 2.15 2.98 28.35

1892 1.37 2.01 1.34 2.24 1.52 3.92 2.94 3.34 2.12 7.62 1.41 1.22 31.05

1893 2.34 2.24 .54 .10 .97 1.11 2.43 1.83 1.15 1.47 3.48 2.00 19.66

1894 1.72 1.09 .81 2 .OS 2.73 2.43 4.14 2.17 1.68 2.85 2.59 3.03 27.32

1895 3.44 .88 1.86 1.20 1.09 .85 3 21 3.4o .46 4.00 2.67 1.80 24.91

1890 1.01 .47 3.02 1.43 .73 2.24 1.00 1.64 3.63 3.38 1.48 3.25 23.28

1897 2.44 2.17 2.33 1.81 .91 2.23 .67 1.27 3.94 .94 1.54 1.82 22.07

Mean
of teu 1.97 1.36 1.86 1.49 1.79 1.96 3.22 2.61 2.10 3.16 2.37 1.92 25.81
years .

TABLE Y.

Prevailing direction of wind in each month during the ten years

1888—1897.

Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

1888 W N.E N.E N.E YY N.E S.W S.W E S.W E S
1889 N.E NAY NAY E N.E N.E w S.W N AY N.E N.W S.W
1890 S.W E S.W E E S.W IV SAY W W N.W E 1

1891 s.w W NAY N.E S.W N.E S.W W S.W S.W s S.W
1892 w NAY N.E N.E W W N.E S.W S.W N.E s w
1893 NAY W W N.E N.E E NAY S.W S.W S.W N.E s
1894 S.W S.W W S.B N.E S.W S.W SAY N.E E S s.w
1895 N AY E S.W S.W NAY N.E S.W S.W S.E. W S.W w
1896 SAY S.W s.w NAY N.E NAV S.W N S.W S.W N.E IV
1897 E S.W N.E NAY N.W N S.W N.E s S.W s

Prevailing
monthly S.W W w N.E N.E

N.E
and S.W s.w S.W s.w s.w s.w

direction. S.W
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TABLE VI.

Number of days on which the wind blew from the eight points

in eacli month from 1888— 1897.

Month. N. N.E. E. S.E. s. s.w. W. N.W

January . 20 31 32 33 34 55 54 51

February. 24 41 42 25 14 45 49 43

March . . 24 40 24 24 28 52 70 47

April . . 35 57 41 33 25 32 35 42

May . . 46 65 27 26 32 37 39 38

June . . 30 51 3(1 20 22 51 35 48

July . . 38 27 27 19 30 68 44 57

August . 24 1(1 10 20 27 86 66 61

September 2<J 32 28 27 24 62 63 45

October . 23 37 18 23 33 82 55 46

Novem ber 10 40 36 33 49 62 41 35
DecEM BER 13 14 37 30 60 G8 50 39

TABLE. VII.

Number of days on which the wind blew from the eight points

in each year from 1888— 1897.

Year. N. N.E. E. S.E. S. S.W. W. N.W.

1888 42 46 43 25 39 66 56 49
1889 28 48 36 31 42 57 56 67
1890 27 35 46 34 32 75 66 50
1891 31 47 30 18 39 88 62 50
1892 28 56 30 32 32 58 75 55
1893 25 48 34 28 43 70 o7 60
1894 26 49 36 34 36 82 50 52
1895 36 40 36 48 33 71 51 50
1896 50 44 25 30 38 56 66 57
1897 29 38 42 33 44 71 56 52

Avenge
days.

32 45 36 31 38 69 60 54

1
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I.

A VISIT TO AN EGYPTIAN OSTRICH FARM.

By J. H. Walter.

Read 27th April, 1897.

On Wednesday, March 17th, 1897, I went by train from Cairo to

Matarieh, a short and hot half-hour’s journey, past the Khedive’s

Summer Palace, to visit the large Ostrich farm belonging to a

French limited company.

The farm is enclosed by high mud walls, and the 650 pens into

which the square is subdivided are also made of the same material.

In each of the few first pens into which I was taken there were

from twenty to twenty-four birds of the same age, beginning at

two years old up to seven and eight.

In one pen there was an old cock by himself, twenty years old,

who, on being spoken to by the keeper, imitated in a niost

ludicrous manner the dancing Dervishes.

In the next pen were a cock and hen, each twenty-two years old,

and the hen had just laid an egg. I was informed that there were

about 150 laying hens, and that generally they laid an egg every

other day, and that a four-year-old bird will, on an average, produce

about thirty eggs yearly.

The cock and hen sit alternately on from eight up to twenty

eggs, for a period of six weeks, when the first chick appears
;
but

some time elapses before all the eggs are hatched out.

I was much surprised at the very great difference in size of the

chicks in one pen, which contained a cock and hen and ten young

ones, some of which were more than twice the size of the others,

and yet they were all out of the same nest.

In the last pen 1 visited, the cock was sitting on four chicks

which had only been hatched out that morning, and eight eggs

;
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but the hen very quickly showed us how objectionable our presence

was, and the keeper had to close the door in a hurry. The eggs

are also hatched out in incubators
;
twenty-four being placed in

each incubator, the water being kept at a temperature of 39° C.,

anti changed every third day. After about forty-live days the

chicks begin to hatch out, but, as far as I could gather, very rarely

more than half the eggs are productive.

As the land on which the farm stands is practically desert, and

consequently nearly all sand, chalk is put into the pens where there

are laying bens. When they have fresh eggs to spare, they charge

4s. each for them, and 3s. for a shell. The feathers are plucked

in May, and it takes live or six men to throw an Ostrich and bind

it with ropes before the process begins. Small feathers are taken

from birds of two years old, and at four years a black and white

bird will produce feathers to the value of .£8, while those of a grey

bird are not usually worth more than £6 . The food provided

consists chiefly of chopped clover, beans, and bran. All the birds

at this farm originally came from the Sudan.

I finished my visit by going up some steps in the main building

in the centre of the farm, from the roof of which I was able to

sec almost at the same time 1 450 Ostriches, a sight I shall not

easily forget.
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II.

FELTWELL DECOY.

By Thomas Southwell, F.Z.S., Y.-P.

Read 25th May, 1897.

In November, 1878, I read before the Society a paper on “Norfolk

Decoys,” in which I gave a list, with such particulars of their

history as I was then able to glean, of all the decoys, “ active and

extinct,” then known to me, but I was not at that time able to

give any account of a decoy marked on Fadin’s map (dated 1790-4),

as situated in Feltwell Fen, not far from the Brandon river and

rather more than a mile from Brandon Creek Bridge. Mr. Francis

d’Arcy Newcome has recently discovered some papers relating to this

decoy, which he has been good enough to place in my hands, and of

which, as they appear to be of considerable interest, I purpose to

give some account. The papers which I now exhibit consist of leases,

memorandums of agreement, estate maps of the decoy, statement

of the number and value of the birds killed for several years, and

many bills for materials supplied, work done at, and food consumed

for the use of the decoy. These bear date from the year 1728 to

1786, and are very interesting as throwing light upon the manage-

ment, cost of keeping in repair, and value to the proprietors, of

a decoy some 150 years ago, as well as indicating to some extent

the state of the fen country in that district before improved drainage

had reclaimed the land.

Mr. Newcome tells me that be thinks the decoy was made by

Mr. Kobert Clough and Mr. James Nelthorp, whose names 1 shall

frequently have to mention, purely as a speculation apart from the

ownership of the land which appears to have been vested in

Mr. Clough, and he believes the only connection between them as

lessors of the decoy was, that they were neighbours and owners of
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the adjoining estates in Feltwell and Lyndford. He has kindly

furnished me with the following particulars, as to the connection of

the parties mentioned with his family in the present day, which it

may be well to give here, as we shall then better understand what

is to follow. The Robert Clough mentioned in the first lease was

great-great-grandfather to Mr. Newcome
;
he married in 1726 (?)

Miss Mary Wyche, the heiress of Hockwold, and died in 1777 : he

was succeeded by his son, the Rev. Cyril Clough, also mentioned

in the papers, whose youngest daughter and ultimate heiress m irried

the Rev. William Newcome, the father of the late Mr. Edward

Clough Newcome, so well known to us as one of the most ardent

supporters of Falconry in recent times, and thus the Hockwold and

Feltwell estates came into the possession of the Newcomes; but

the Decoy Farm, and several other outlying farms in Feltwell and

Methwold Fen had been sold previous to the death of the Rev.

Cyril Clough, which took place in 18TG. The probable cause of

the abandonment of the’ decoy was the drainage of the fen, hut at

what precise date it took place is unknown. The first Act for the

Drainage of the district was obtained in 1751, this was followed by

a second Act in 1806. An interesting clause in the lease of 1742,

which will be referred to, indicates the condition of the land at

that period
;
hut although evidence of the improvement of the land

is indicated by the covenants of the lease of 1775, it is probable

that many years would elapse, after the passing of the Act, before

this “ Soak Land ” would be sufficiently dry for winter cultivation.

There are two maps of the decoy and the adjoining land, the

smaller of which has the appearance of being the older, but

they do not differ materially save that the larger one (of which

the accompanying plan is a reproduction) contains more detail.

The farm consisted of 205 acres, 14 of which were devoted to the

“Decoy and Walks,” with which went 7 acres 16 perches, on

which stood the Decoy House, with yard and gardens
;
the premises

are described as situated.on the bank and are shown on the plan
;

rather over 72 acres were in the occupation of Mr. Dixon, and oyer

118 acres in that of William Galley. Galley seems to have paid

2s. 6d. an acre for his land, five acres of which are described as

“dug land,” i.e., I presume, from which the peat had been dug.

The plan seems to be on a scale of about 8.1 chains to an inch, this

would give an area of about 8640 square yards for the decoy pond,
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which is represented as hexagonal in form, and furnished with six

pipes, the whole situated in a plantation 14 acres in extent, and

communicating by a “dyke” with the Brandon river, from which

it was not far distant. The form and extent of the pond appears

thus to have been very much on the scale which Skelton advocated

in after years.

The earliest document is an agreement signed by Edward Rolfe,

and dated “ Octob. ye 4th 1728 ” as follows :
“ Whereas I formerly

Contracted and agreed with Robt. Clough of Hock wold cum Wilton

in the County of Norf. Esqe for the Purchase of his 200 acres of

Town Land lying in Feltwell in the County of Norf Between the

Adventuror Land and the North Banck which has been since conveyed

by the sd Mr. Clough to Robt. Clough his Sonne And Whereas

the sd Robt. Clough the Sonne and James Nelthorpe Esqe. have

entred into Articles to make a Decoy in part of the said 200 acres

not having been able to pay the consideration money mentioned

& agreed by me to be paid for the La nd Do hereby Consent and

agree That the sd Robt. Clough the Sonne & James Nelthorpe

Esqe shall & may enclose & take in 60 acres in any part of the

said 200 acres where they think proper and make and continue the

same a Decoy for wild fowls without making any satisfaction or

allowance therefore other than what they the sd Mr. Clough &
Mr. Nelthorpe shall think fitt to pay & allow. Witness my hand

Edward Rolfe [signed by mark] Witness Jlen Cocksedge.”

The decoy seems to have been constructed at once, for the next

document dated 25 June, 1730, is a lease of “a new Decoy,” at

Feltwell from James Nelthorpe of Lyndford and Robert Clough,

Junior, to Thomas Rolfe of Feltwell, Waterman for a yearly rental

of £30 for a term of three years—the Lease provides that should

Rolfe pay the full rent in the first year and £5—more “if the year

prove extraordinary good (one Pound we put into his pocket for to

repare ye sd Decoy) & three Pounds we lend him at his going in

the which sd sum of three Pounds if he pay it again then we do

hereby promise to lend him money to buy three Cows in ye spring.”

Rolfe is to keep the decoy in repair and to leave it in the same

state as when he entered upon it; also “ye sd James Nelthorpe &
Robt Clough to have liberty twenty days after Christmas next to

draw upon ye sd Thos Rolfe’s Poulterer for their half years Rent &
so half yearly to ye end of ye lease.”
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This Thomas Rolfc does not appear to have been a more reliable

person as a tenant than was Edward Rolfe previous to 1728 as a

purchaser, for there is an Agreement dated 17 July, 1732, only two

years subsequent to the Lease just quoted, between Messrs. Nelthorpe

and Clough and William Hurgis of Magdalen, Norfolk, Yeoman, to

lease the decoy for a term of ten years, at an annual rental of £20
for the first five years and £40 for the second five years, and in

consideration of Burgis putting the decoy into sufficient repair at

his own proper cost he is to have the “ proffits of ye Decoy from

this time to Lady day next [that is for one season] and ye land

belogning to ye said Decoy from Michalms. day next to Lady day

next after without paying any Rent for ye same.”

Burgis seems to have remained tenant of the decoy and land

for the term of his lease, for the next document is a formal lease

dated 10 March, 1742, to William Harrison of Feltwell, Yeoman,

for a term of 21 years from 25th March 1742 (old style) in

consideration of his paying the Lessors half the profits arising

from the decoy, Harrison to Keep the Reed Hedges, Woods,

Notts, Ducks, Ditches, &c in repair towards which he is to be

allowed £1.4 — out of the profits each summer for repairs. Ib-

is to send an account of the sale of the Fowl to the said James

Nelthorp, and Robert Clough, at what price per dozen and to

whom sold and if they make no objection the bargain is to be

“ in full force elFect & virtue ” There is a provision that should

Harrison at any time “Defraud Imbezil or conceal” any of the

profits he shall forfeit the sum of £10 for the value of every 5/- so

concealed and in proportion for every greater or lesser sum.

On the back of this Deed there is a further agreement in which

the name of Robert Clough appears alone, this applies to the house

and land; by it Harrison is leased for 21 years, the “House

standing on the Bank belonging to the Decoy ” and the land about

the decoy for £10 per annum when the land is dry, and if wet

then £5 a year. Harrison is to keep the fences and ditches in

repair and to pay rent yearly at the “ Mantion House” of Robert

Clough
;
he is also to be allowed to cut 60,000 Turves to “ make

good the fences [?] for the conveniency of the Ground yearly.”

A further addition in the writing of Robert Clough dated 17 March

1763 renews the lease for one year on the same terms for the

decoy but for the land the rent is to be £22.
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The clause above referred to defining under what circumstances

the land is to be considered wet or dry is worth extracting, it is as

follows :

“ the land shall always be deem’d to be Dry when any

Profits or Advantages in the Summer Season can be made of it with

the Greatest Industry and Diligence of the Tent, (that is to say) if

the Cattle may Graze upon any part of the Land to feed upon any

Grass or Hassock sward, &c., tho : they must be Lodg’d in the

Tenants yard, then the Land shall be Judged to be at the Rent of

Ten Pounds a year, but if the Land be so cover’d with Water, as

that none of those Particulars above nam’d can be obtained by the

Tenant, by any Contrivances whatsoever, then it shall be Deem’d to

be Wett, and the rent to be no more than Five Pounds a year for

the Said Land.”

When Harrison actually gave up possession there is nothing to

show, but the decoy evidently passed into the occupation of a certain

William Laws, for there is an agreement dated the 4th of April?

1774, made between Robert Clough of Feltwell on the one part and

Martin Jarvis of Hockwold, Yeoman, on the other part, to lease the

Decoy Farm consisting of about 200 acres, “ now in the Occupation

of William Laws,” to the said Martin Jarvis, also 15 acres of

adventurer’s land called the parsonage fen for a Term of seven years

“at the yearly rental of £20 a year whereof the sd. R Clongh Esq

is to allow and bear the Miltax and Land Tax” also in addition to

doing the usual repairs the Tenant is to “ plow and burn no more

than twenty acres in any one year, nor keep that under the plow no

more than three years before it is laid down with a proper quantity

of Rye grass or High Land hayseeds” Martin Jarvis is also to have

the decoy at a yearly rental of £20, Keeping the same in proper

repair as specified at length, and “
is to Give the said Mr. Clough

fifteen couple of Ducks & Mallard every year at such times as shall

be wanted” &c., this is all set forth at great length in the lease

dated 11th June, 1775, which was executed in due course. The

noticeable feature in this lease is the alteration in the covenants

incident to the drainage and improvement of the land as indicated

by the “ Miltax ” and the laying down of artificial grasses, results

doubtless of the Act of Parliament already referred to.

In this lease also, as in others, special reservation is made of

“ All and all Manner of Timber Trees Bodies Tops & Lops of

Trees, and all wood and Under Wood Scotch fir Bushes Thorns
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Sallows Willows and Quicksetts” and the following severe clause

indicates the importance attached to the due preservation of the

decoy wood, which possibly owing to the wet nature of the land,

it might have been difficult to maintain, and which was absolutely

essential to the privacy of the decoy—

“

Also the Said Martin Jarvis

his Exors. or Adtors. are not to Suffer any Sort of Cattle whatsoever

to get Amongst the Wood about the Decoy upon penalty of

ffbrfeit.ing the Lease Immediately AND also to pay for every Tree

damaged the Further Sum of five pounds.”

A small paper book marked “The Decoy Book,” contains the

catch of fowl from 1747 to 1758, with various notes, the most

important of which are as follows :
—

“An Account of Ducks Killed in ye Year 1747 by Will Harrison.”

127 Dozen 11 Birds [1535] amounts to att 11/- p dozen €70 7 0

The half between Mr. Clough A me [see arrangement

in Lease] ... ... ... ... ... 35 3 9

Reed, my share ... 17 11 10

This book was evidently kept by Mr. Nelthorp
;
the produce of

the decoy does not seem to have been great at this time compared

with what we have been told of the large number of fowl said to

have been killed at the neighbouring decoy at Lakenheath
;
but it

is possible the large number of decoys within a short distance of

each other may, in some measure, account for this. The other

entries in the book are shortly as follows. I cannot, however,

always make his calculations correct

:

1748—

201 doz.

1749

—

825 „

1750—

196 „

1751—

144 „

1752—

330 „

1753—

135

& 2

& 6

81
2 7)

D

10

(2412 birds) @ 10/0 per doz. = £105 10 6

(3900 „ ) „ 11/-

(2354 „ ) „ 11/-

(1734 „ ) „ 11/-

(3960 „ ) „ 11 -

(1620 „ ) „ 12 -

179

107

79

181

83

69

1

17

9

14

7 doz. & 10 “odd Birds” (94 „ ; „ <-

1754—115 doz. &9 „ (1389 „ ) „ 12 '- „ 69 9 3

1755 No account (see further on 1758)

1756 Received on account £9 2'- leaving 15 3 due “ Memorandum
Thirty Pounds of this Years Profits is in danger of being
lost.”

May 8. 1758 Reed, the Profits of the 3-ears 1755 & 1756 Clear of
Bills £10 12 6.

“ For the year 1757 & 1758 Kill’d 205 doz which amounts to
£112 12 of which sum we have reed. £55 and there Remains
due on the Bond the sum of £57.
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1758-9 “Prom April 1758 to March 1759 Ducks Killed 184 doz.

3| which at 11/- per dozen comes to £101 5 2.

May 1759 Reed, in part of the Profits for 1757 for my share £12 10.

Reed, at the same Time in part of ye Profitts for 1758 for

my share £15.
Reed, more by Cash & Rills £20 10.

Sep 15. 1761 Reed, my share of Bridges for Ducks for 1760 £2 6.

Sep 12. 1760 Pd. Mr. Clough towards cleaning out the Decoy £20.

The book contains no further entries, but it is evident the produce

of the decoy was falling off, and that William Harrison, whose

lease did not terminate until Lady Day, 1764, was unable to meet

his engagements
;
the outlay for repairs also began to be very heavy,

and this, contrary to the arrangement, seems to have been borne by

the owners. The Bridges mentioned above, was the poulterer to

whom the fowl were sold, as appears from memorandums of pay-

ments made by him to Messrs. Clough & Harrison. The usual

practice was to allow half price for Teal and Wigeon (half birds),

but I cannot clearly distinguish what proportion of “ half birds
”

there were. There is a statement by Bridges of the fowl received

by him in January, February, and March, 1760, by which it appears

only 18 dozen and 6 were thus accounted for, producing £9 5s., of

which Mr. FTelthorp’s share was £2 6s. as shown above.

There are 24 bills for work done at the decoy in the years

1757-1760, and 16 bills relating to repairs done in the year 1786,

some of which are interesting. In 1759, Harrison acknowledges

the receipt of £4 4s. for “Hemseed” and work (?) for the decoy,

and £1 Is. for delivering fowl at “ Lakenheath brig,” at 6d. per

dozen, whence they seem to have been sent to London and Swaffham.

The forms of the bills are curious as well as their contents
;
here is

one :
“ A bill of brick layers work done at Willm. Harrison’s Decoy

to the use of Robt. Clough and James Nelthorp, Esqrs., pr. me
John Pearson 1758 :

—

July 3d began and did six days work of two trowels

and two labourers at 5/- per day ,. . ... £1 10

„ lOtli began and did two days work of the same
company finishing the tunnel ... ... 10

Allowance for beer 6d. per day ... ... 4
Pajrd to John Low for fetching of Cluntcli . 7

July 20th 1758
Received of Robt. Clough Esqre the full contents of this bill

by me his

John X Pearson
mark
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In 1786, which is the last year of which there is any account,

a thorough renovation seems to have been made at the decoy. In

March of that year, William Galley sends in an estimate for repairs

at the “ De Coy,” amounting to £174 5s., no charge being included

“ for my own time.” Some of the items are as follows : 24 Stone

of Tar’d Rope, at Gs. per stone; for Thread and Retting, £20; for

Buildg. and Cleaning out 8 pipes at £1 4s. each (there are only

six pipes shown on the plan)
;
for making 194 Rod of Reed Wall,

at 2s. per Rod; for cutting Hassocks, £2 2s., &c. l'he bills show

that most of this work mentioned in the estimate was carried out;

they are generally addressed to Win. Galley, but some are variously

addressed to Sirrell Clough, Esq., Mr. Clough a Sqr. &e., the owner

then being the Revd. Cyril Clough. Some of these bills are inter-

esting, for instance, John Forster charges £23 4s. 4d. for Decoy

Twine, at 10s. per Dos. and “Marten,” which I presume is some

other kind of Twine, at 6s. per stone
;
Ann Goat for Netting,

“23 Duzen and live pounds of thread,” @ 3s. pr Dozen, charges ‘

£3 10s. 3d., &c.

Here the records of the Feltwell Decoy end, and I am unable to

ascertain at what date and for what reason the working was dis-

continued, further than that already suggested
;
but the extensive

repairs elfected in 17.86 would seem to indicate that at that time

there was every encouragement to persevere, and that its abandon-

ment was far from contemplated.

As to the present state of the site of the old decoy,

Mr. E. Cyril Newcome tells me that on a recent visit to the spot

with Mr. J. C. Feltham, the present owner of the soil, that

gentleman pointed out to him a bullock yard, as being the actual

site of the decoy, and a depression in the ground was the only

indication of its former existence.
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III.

NOTES ON SOME FOREIGN ANIMALS LIVING

IN BRITISH PARKS.

By E. J. H. Eldred.

Read 28th September
,
1897.

When we look at the close connexion and vast commerce that has

so long existed between this country and the great Colonies and

Dependencies of Africa, North America, and the Empire of India,

in all of which countries the highest and most varied forms of

animals are found it is somewhat remarkable that no large mammal
of economic value has been naturalised or domesticated in the

British Islands within modern times, nor, indeed, until quite recent

years, does any attempt seem to have been made upon lines likely

to lead to success.

More interest and attention has apparently been given lately to

the subject, and there seems an increasing desire among owners of

property to acquire foreign animals and birds for their estates, as

well as, let us hope, protecting some of our scarce indigenous species.

We have heard a great deal lately about the progress and advance-

ment that has taken place during the last sixty years, but to the

animal world this period has been disastrous in the extreme, some

species have become nearly, if not quite, extinct, and others are fast

verging on disappearance.

In offering these remarks, I do not in the least range myself on

the side of thoughtless or ill-considered schemes for the introduction

of either mammals, birds, or fishes, for there is nothing in these

islands of ours we want to see displaced, and in view of the evils

wrought in this way, in New Zealand and elsewhere, the greatest

care ought to be exercised in introducing new forms into any
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country, especially islands. There are, however, some species of

Deer and Antelopes that might doubtless be naturalised in England,

if only for their beauty and elegance of form, apart from any

pecuniary advantage.

Some thirty-live years ago, an Acclimatisation Society was formed.

It had, I think, but a short existence. A report was published

in 1861. In the early days of the Zoological Society they had

a farm at Kingston, this appears to have been given up after some

few years. The most notable instance by a private individual, in

the introduction of foreign animals, was the famous Knowsley

Menagerie, formed by a late Earl of Derby which was dispersed

by sale about the year 1851.

Confining these remarks more particularly to animals (birds,

especially game and waterfowl offering a far wider field for obser-

vation, so much more having been attempted with them), amongst

the various parks and localities where collections can now be found,

may be enumerated :

Powcrscourt, Co. Wicklow, the seat of Earl Powerscourt, where

a herd of the pretty Japanese Deer has been established about

thirty-five years or so, and they appear to thrive well. Leonards Lea,

Horsham
;

Sir Edmund Loder. Osinaston Manor, Ashbourne,

Sir Peter Walker
;

where there is a herd of Wapiti Deer.

Haggerston, Northumberland, Mr. Leland, some American Bison;

Tritig, the Hon. Walter Rothschild, the museum here and its

splendid contents are now well-known, there is a collection of birds

and some animals. The Hon. Walter Rothschild’s team of BureheU’s

Zebras attracted a good deal of attention some little time ago

;

there are, I believe, some interesting experiments in progress at the

present time, as to breeding hybrids with this Zebra and the Horse.*

Lastly, and where probably the finest private collection of living

animals and birds is at present to be seen is Woburn, Beds, the seat

of the Duke of Bedford. Passing the deer, of which there are

examples of the Sambar, Axis, and some others, also a flock of

Bharal Sheep, and five Burchell’s Zebras, the most interesting

animals are three species of African Antelopes, a pair of White-

tailed Gnus, now it is believed not found as a wild animal, but

protected on some private farms in the Cape Colony and the

Transvaal; four examples of one of the most beautiful of the

* ‘ Zoologist,’ February, 1898.
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Antelopes, the Sable, or Harris Buck, the first instance that I know

of, of its being seen in an English Park. The last to be mentioned

is the Eland ( Oreas cannot), of which there are eight (six old and

two young) animals, all in fine condition
;
the oldest bull, a splendid

creature. Much interest attaches to this Antelope, the largest of the

species, as it was at one time thought capable of domestication in

England, and it is to be hoped that further attempts may prove

successful.

The Eland was first introduced by the thirteenth Earl of Derby
?

at Knowsley, in 1840. On the death of the Earl the herd passed,

by bequest, to the Zoological Society, thus laying the foundation of

the present stock which have done well in the gardens
;
but in the

narrow limits of a menagerie it is difficult to breed with success,

and fresh blood is required from time to time
;
there was formerly

a herd at Hawkstone Park, Salop, the seat of Lord Hill
;
but on

journeying there a few years ago with the hope of seeing them,

I regretted to find they had been given up some time previously

;

an individual from this herd was exhibited at the London Cattle

Show in 1867, the first introduction of the animal in the meat

markets of Europe. There was also formerly a herd of the so-called

Barbary Deer at Hawkstone, this is now regarded as merely a variety

of the Bed Deer, noteworthy as the only Deer inhabiting Africa

(Algeria and Tunis), introduced probably by the Carthaginians.

In its native country, South and East Africa, the Eland is unfortu-

nately sharing the fate of all the large animals of that continent,

and unless stringent measures are taken for its preservation, it will

soon become extinct
;

it has also suffered, in common with other

ruminants, from the rinderpest which has lately ravaged Africa from

Abyssinia to the Cape.

Happily attention is now being drawn to the need of protection

for this and other game animals, and efforts have already been made

by the setting apart of reserves and sanctuaries by the governments

of the Cape and Natal, and the administrations of British Central

and East Africa, so that there is some hope that the era of unlimited

and unchecked destruction, even to extermination, has in a measure

ceased, and some of these beautiful animals (beyond a few stuffed

skins in museums) may be preserved for the benefit and admiration

of posterity.
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IV.

ON SOME BONES OF A PELICAN FROM
THE CAMBRIDGESHIRE FENS.

By Sidney F. Harmbr, M.A., B.Sc.

Read 2Slh September, 1S97.

In February, 1897, some bones from the Fens were brought to

the University Museum of Zoology at Cambridge. Most of these

specimens belonged to the Beaver, Pig, Swan, Goose, and Pike

;

but three of them proved, on examination, to have belonged to a

Pelican, a bird which has been recorded on two previous occasions

from the same part of the country.

The first account was given by Professor Newton (Proc. Zool. Soc.

1868, p. 2), and refers to a left humerus, in the Wood wardian

Museum at Cambridge. This specimen was described by Professor

Alphonse Milne Edwards in the ‘Annales des Sciences Naturelles’

(5® Ser. Zool. vol. viii. 1867, p. 28b)
;
and a translation of this paper

appeared in ‘ The Ibis ’ (N.S. vol. iv. 1868, p. 363). Milne Edwards

described in detail the characters by which the humerus of a Pelican

can be distinguished, the great size of the bone being alone an

almost certain indication of the genus. He further pointed out that

the ossification of the specimen submitted to him was incomplete at

the articular extremities
;
and that the bird was therefore a young

one, which was probably native to the Fens, and not an accidental

immigrant.

A second left humerus from Feltwell Fen, in Norfolk, was

presented in 1871 to the University Museum of Zoology, by

Mr. J. II. Gurney, jun., to whom it was given by Mr. John Baker,

the well-known Cambridge birdstuffer. In exhibiting it to the

Zoological Society, Professor Newton called attention (Proc. Zool.

Soc. 1871, p. 702) to its correspondence in size with the humerus

of a recent specimen believed to belong to Pelecanus crispus.

VOL. vi. c c
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The bones which have recently been acquired by the University

Museum of Zoology were found at Littleport, near Ely. They were

formerly in the possession of James L. Luddington, Esq., who has

been kind enough to inform me that they were found on his farm

in Burnt Fen, Littleport, some seven or eight years ago. They

consist of the lower end of a humerus and the upper ends of a

radius and ulna, all of the left side, and appearing to belong to the

same individual. The conclusion that these are the associated

hones of a single specimen is quite in accordance with previous

experience of the way in which the hones of various animals are

found in the peat of the Fens.

The humerus of the Littleport specimen agrees closely with the

Feltvvell bone, and the three Littleport bones have the closest

resemblance, in form and size, to the corresponding bones of the

recent P. crispus, to which reference has already been made. The

ulna is, however, abnormal at a distance of 11 or 12 cm. from its

upper or proximal end, and it has the appearance of having been

broken, although the fracture was repaired during the life of the

bird. The part of the ulna which is preserved measures only

15 cm., so that the whole of the injured region of the bone is not

visible. The resemblance, in other respects, between the Littleport

bones and those of the recent P. crispus certainly lends support to

the view hinted at by Professor Newton in 1871, and repeated on

page 703 of his ‘Dictionary of Birds’ (part iii. 1894), that the

Fen specimens belonged to that species.

It is worthy of remark that a left humerus has been found on

each of the three occasions on which the remains of a Pelican have

been recorded from the Fens. The evidence thus afforded of the

occurrence of three individuals goes far in support of the view that

the Pelican was really native to this part of England.
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V.

TIIE ECONOMY OF THE CUCKOO

(CUCULUS GANORUS).

By J. H. Gurney, F.Z.S.

Read 26th October, 180 7.

Linn : S.N., 1766.

Newton, Yarrell's B.B. 1th ed. vol. ii. p. 387.

„ Nature, Nov. 18th, 1869.

„ Dictionary, vol. i. p. 118 et seq.

Saunders’ Manual, p. 277, and 2nd ed. p. 287.

Bidwell, Bull: B.O.C. vol. xxxiv.

„ Trans. Norfolk and Norwich Nat. Soc. vol. iii. p. 526.

Zoologist, 1894, Southwell and others.

„ 1895, pp. 237, 257, 321.

AYalter, J. F., Orn. 1889, p. 33.

„ M B. Deutsch. v. Sohutze, 1890, p. 468.

Rey Dr. E., 1892 (his conclusions given, ‘ Ibis,’ 1896, p. 395).

„ „ Ornith. Monber, vol. iii.

Capek. Orn. Jahrb. vol. vii.

See the titles of other treatises on the Cuckoo in B.M. Catalogue,

vol. xix. p. 245, and in Smith’s ‘ Birds of Wiltshire,’ but the

above are specially important.

There are several points—such as the stoutly denied eating of other

birds’ eggs—not by any means thrashed out in the economy of the

Common Cuckoo ( Cucultis canorus, L.). Taking the references

given above as my text, I should like to say something about the

familiar British Cuckoo, the theme of poets since Chaucer, if it is

not trespassing on your forbearance to introduce what, at first

sight, may seem to every one a well-worn theme. Well worn in

the sense of being much written, about, but incomplete, and so it is

likely to remain, because the law forbids Cuckoos to be killed in

the Spring, and properly, yet Cuckoos are guilty of destroying many

valuable insect eaters.

c o 2
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One thing which is remarkable about this bird is that it is

equally at home in a Scottish mountain glen, by the marshy side

of a Norfolk Broad, on the bleak Scilly Islands, in the cultivated

Midlands, or among the tool- sheds and greenhouses of a country

house. Of no other British bird can this be said, for it is not true

of the ubiquitous Sparrow, nor would it be true of the Robin or

the Chaffinch. In the choice of a fosterer it is almost equally

ubiquitous. This is one reason of its being such a favourite, and

because of the general opinion that no other bird utters a note so

closely approaching the human voice, but in June the male u changes

his tune.” There are very few persons who can imitate a Cuckoo so

well as to take in a practised ear, but there are some, and the bird

itself is not hard to deceive. The third week in April is the time

to listen for Cuckoos in Norfolk,—Our President, Mr. Preston, has

favoured us with the average of dates from various sources, giving

April 23rd, St. George’s Day, as an approximate date of arrival. The

same day is given by Mr. Southwell, quoting members of the

Marsham family, as the mean of 106 years’ observation of the

Cuckoo at Stratton Strawless, the home of Gilbert White’s

correspondent.*

Although so much has been said and written about Cuckoos

spring-coming, no one has been at the pains of collecting data of the

last appearance of adult Cuckoos, always the first of the summer

migrants to leave the British Isles. This seemingly purposeless

haste is admissible evidence that, in other birds as well as them-

selves, the object of migration northwards is to seek a climate

suitable for their young, far more than to satisfy their own require-

ments. The young often stay into October, and there is one

recorded occurrence on our east coast as late as November 26th

(‘Christy’s Birds of Essex,’ p. 153), but the end of September is

the usual time to quit England’s shores. You will hardly credit the

Cuckoo affirmed to have been heard at Elmham and Snettisham,

nearly twenty miles apart, on December 6th, 1888, in spite of some

indirect corroboration which the announcement by Mr. G. Cracknell,

* In Egypt, Cuckoos appear to be mute on the Spring passage northwards,

reserving like some other birds, bent only on migration, their burst of song

until the goal is reached, unless all seen by us wore females incapable of

saying “ Cuckoo.” The absence of the Golden Oriole’s flute-like note was

noticed in the same way.
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received in ‘ The Times,’ of its being heard elsewhere, for a Cuckoo

is not very likely to be in song in December.

The chief points in Cuckoo lore to which I should like to invite

the further attention of Norfolk naturalists, because there is still

some more to be learnt about them, are :

—

The colour of Cuckoo’s eggs.

The removing of eggs.

The eating of birds’ eggs.

The removing of nestlings.

The watching of their own eggs.

The habits of the young Cuckoo.

'file anatomy of the Cuckoo.

The dimorphism of its hepatic plumage.

Cuckoo’s Eggs.

Cuckoo’s eggs, and all that appertains to them, is an inexhaustible

subject when naturalists meet in conclave, and it is one which has

a fascination for every oologist. Even now we do not seem to

have fathomed it in spite of the German assistance quoted at

the head of this article, but the subject is concisely treated in

1 baiting's ‘ Our Summer Migrants.’ Our Cuckoo lays blue

eggs oftener than is thought, and Coreysirs jaeobinus
,
a Cuckoo

inhabiting Africa and India, always lays them : to say blue Cuckoo’s

eggs have never been met with in England is quite incorrect, for

they have been found on four or five occasions. In one nest we

learn the blue egg was very little larger than a Hedge Sparrow’s,

but it produced a Cuckoo, which only shows how easily they may

be passed over. Dr. Key, considered a great authority, says Cuckoo’s

eggs vary more in colour than those of any other bird, and that is

a fact, and they are comparatively hard and thick, which abnormally

large eggs are not. Dr. Key says that each Cuckoo lays twenty

eggs a year, and several writers are of opinion that each individual

Cuckoo keeps to its own district. If this be so, probably only

about a third of the twenty eggs result in young Cuckoos, consider-

ing how scarce, comparatively speaking, they are
;
and the rest of

the eggs must be lost from one cause or another, of which more

later on. Cuckoo’s eggs often, but by no means always in this

country, whatever may be the case on the Continent, bear a curiously

protective resemblance to the eggs of the foster-bird. To the late

August Baldamus belongs the credit of this discovery, though
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Professor Newton has pointed out that in the second century, (Elian

had almost arrived at the truth (De Nat. Anim. iii. xxx.)
;
but

in 1770, the idea of “a nurse in some degree congenerous” was

perfectly new to Gilbert White. It is one of the most curious

things in ornithology, but Professor Newton adds a caution lest

any should consider that the Cuckoo or any other bird can

voluntarily influence the colour of the egg about to be laid. Over

that she can have no control, and it is too much to suppose that

having laid her egg on the ground, a Cuckoo would look at it,

and deliberate what species of bird’s nest would be the best to

put it into. What is argued, by Baldamus and others since him,

is that each individual Cuckoo is parasitic to one or two species,

and has power to lay only one type of egg, and in this the Guillemot

resembles it, but the Guillemot has need to know its own egg

which the Cuckoo has not.* Further it seems reasonable to

suppose that any Cuckoo will by preference lay in the nest of the

species which brought her up.

An egg at Scoulton, on June 20th, in a Reed Warbler’s nest,

was of the reddish type. Here at least was no resemblance. The

Cuckoo was close at hand, and perhaps it was a consciousness of

wrong colour which rendered her anxious, there being no other egg

in the nest. My friend, Mr. Frank Norgate, has obtained single

Cuckoo’s eggs in several odd situations, in Norfolk and Suffolk,

such as (1) lying on the bare earth in a garden, (2) the exposed top

of a garden wall, (3) from a nest behind wire netting, and (4) from

a nest underneath tiles. The latter must have been deposited

in the dark, but this, perhaps, is not very infrequent
;
and the sight

of birds is much clearer than human vision (cf. Trans. Norfolk

and Norwich Nat. Soe. vol. ii. p. 148) as is abundantly proved

For instance, at Mr. Buxton’s place near Aylsham, a young Cuckoo

was reared in a hole in a stump, only 3j inches in diameter, and

28 inches deep. No one saw how the Cuckoo crawled down

that narrow passage with an egg in her mouth, where the

light must have been excluded by her own body blocking the

entrance, and having deposited the egg, turned round and got back

again. To Mr. Norgate’s unusual sites I could add some very

# A Flamborough cliff climber told me that be had taken fourteen red

Guillemots’ eggs in seven consecutive, or nearly consecutive, years from the

same rock, probably all laid by one bird (cf. Kearton’s ‘ Nature and a Camera,’

p. IOC). •
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public ones, where Cuckoo’s eggs have been deposited in nests,

past which people were coming and going all day, but no doubt the

intrusion was effected at early sunrise by the old Cuckoo, the

future of whose young one is then assured, provided the fosterers

do not forsake, but the Cuckoo does not always lay in the morning.

Cuckoo’s eggs are hatched the beginning of June, after which

Titlarks and Wagtails do not pay much regard to any Cuckoos,

except young ones, neither is its full song heard again. Shakespeare

knew this when he said :
—

“ So when he had occasion to be seen

He was hut as the Cuckoo is in June,

Heard, not regarded.”
Meshy IV.

The latest egg 1 have found was on June 28th, but Colonel Butler

tells me of a fresh egg in a Yellow Hammer’s nest on July 3rd,

and of a young Cuckoo unable to fly on the 28th of July last.

Most of the eggs in his collection were taken during the first week

in June, in different years (‘ Zoologist,’ 1895, p. 230), near Bury, or

at Fritton Lake, near Yarmouth, a locality which has attractions for

Cuckoos, on both sides of the water. If the foster-bird is not

quite happy with the splendid usurper’s egg which she is deluded

into the belief that she has herself laid, she will perhaps move it

from one side of the nest to the other, and if there is reason to

think it unfertile, ultimately bury it in the lining of the nest,

rejected. In June, 1877, Mr. Norgate saw a Cuckoo’s egg, in

Ilockering Wood, on the ground, beside a Tree Pipit’s nest, which

egg had some hours before been seen to be in the nest
;
and there

is similar evidence by other observers, showing the disposition

above-mentioned. I have more than once had Cuckoo’s eggs taken

as I believe by rats, but it may have been by mice.

It is a little singular that Sir Thomas Browne makes no mention

of the Cuckoo, for it would not be hard to name several marshy

places in Norfolk where Cuckoos rather abound, and often

lay their eggs in Reed Warblers’ nests. Mr. Fiorgate, who has

found as many Cuckoo’s eggs as most people, has noticed an odd

trait
,
viz., that those Reed Warblers’ nests which contain Cuckoo’s

eggs have sometimes Cuckoo’s feathers woven into the outside or

bottom of the nests. If this be the work of the Cuckoo, it can

only be regarded as an additional inducement to the foster-parents

to take charge of the young Cuckoo, by habituating them to the
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sight and scent of their parents’ feathers. No one but Mr. Norgate

has noticed this remarkable habit, but he lias sometimes detected

these interwoven feathers in other birds’ nests also. Several Eobins

and Pied Wagtails’ nests containing Cuckoo’s eggs, which have been

found by Mr. Norgate in holes, have had as many as six eggs of the

foster-parent’s
;
which leads Mr. Norgate to think that the Cuckoos

were probably unable to take out an egg of the fosterer, though

they could put their own in.

Removal of the Fosterer’s Eggs.

That Cuckoos habitually carry away one or more of the fosterer’s

eggs is now beyond dispute, and they might be expected to continue

watching a fosterer’s nest which they had not yet robbed, in the

hope of yet doing so.

Mr. Norgate continues :

—

“June 4th, 1885.—At about 3 p.m., my housemaid told me she had just

put her head out of a window and seen a large slate-coloured bird, with a long

tail, flying from a Pied Wagtail’s nest, two or three feet below her face, on

a pear tree on the wall, and that the bird had what looked like an egg in its

bill, and two small brown birds were flying at it. Her attention was first

called to it by hearing a great noise of fluttering. I at once climbed to the

Wagtail’s nest, and found one fresh Cuckoo’s egg, and one Wagtail’s. I am
quite certain that Cuckoos usually abstract one or two (perhaps rarely more)

of the foster-parent’s eggs in exchange for their own. When two Cuckoo’s

eggs are in one nest I have never seen more than two eggs of foster-parent

with them.”

A few years ago, Colonel Butler found a Greenfinch’s nest in the

North of Suffolk, in his garden, with one egg in it, which he

marked with a pencil. A day or two afterwards the nest contained

a Cuckoo’s egg, and the marked Greenfinch’s egg was picked up on

a path at a considerable distance from the nest, presumably, one

might almost say certainly, dropped there by the Cuckoo, which

agrees with Mr. Norgate’s experience, except that it is not usual for

the Cuckoo to remove the only egg in any nest.

Mr. Norgate, who has had many Cuckoo experiences, continues

as follows :

—

“I now and then obtain a clutch of Hedge Warbler’s, Lark’s, or other

species, with one egg so much larger than the others that I hope it is a

Cuckoo’s ;
but I can never satisfy myself by detecting the hoped for extra

hardness of shell or difference in colour of yelk, nor the usual bluntness of

the small end.* Some Cuckoo’s eggs are however more pointed than others,

* In a much incubated egg the proof is in the zygodactyl feet.
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some are much larger than others, and probably some are harder than

others I have found Cuckoo’s eggs uninjured outside the nest, and

on other occasions the foster-parent’s eggs outside the nest sometimes

uninjured. I have more than once found the Cuckoo’s egg uninjured in

a nest with the foster-parent’s eggs all broken, but in such cases usually find

very many feathers of foster-parent, and sometimes the dead foster-parent

outside the nest. I always think this is an accidental termination of the

usual scullle, or that the mischief is done by some other animal. One often

sees a continued scuffle between a Cuckoo and one or more small birds, in

play or in enmity I think we should more often find two or more

Cuckoo’s eggs in one nest, but that I fancy the second and succeeding

Cuckoo would bo likely to tako out the biggest egg (
i.e ., the previous

Cuckoo’s), rather than a smaller egg of foster-parent.”

Cuckoos’ Fosterers.

Judging from the excellent lists of fosterers by Mr. Edward

Bidwell in our ‘Transactions’ (vol. iii. p. 526), Mr. Dresser and

Mr. W. Bladen (published separately, 1896), there is no species of

bird in the least degree suitable whose nest the Cuckoo will not

occasionally lay in. It would be more indicative of nature’s intended

limit if a list was written, giving us the species in whose nests

Cuckoos had been actually hatched, because the deposition of its

eggs in abnormal nests merely indicates that the Cuckoo could find

nothing else handy wherein to put them. An egg once laid must be

put somewhere, even in au unfinished nest.* Cuckoo’s eggs have been

found in the domed nestof the Wren, but I ordy find one instance of a

Wren’s Cuckoo being reared, and cannot imagine how the imprisoned

Cuckoo ever gets out of such a small hole (.7 x .8) as a Wren’s.

Yet there must be Cuckoos whose mission in life is to be parasitic

to the Wren, for it seems pretty clear that individual Cuckoos,

when they can, introduce their eggs into the nest of one species

only; but according to Dr. Key they never lay eggs which resemble

Wren’s eggs. But in this lie may be wrong (c/. Zool. 1895, p. 22S
;

‘ Birds of Europe,’ vol. v. p. 207), as he certainly is about the

Hedge Sparrow. The Rev. Maurice Bird found a Cuckoo’s egg in

a House Sparrow’s nest in Kent, which is rare, but the Sparrow’s

nest was in a clipped Spruce Fir hedge. Mr. J. A. Cole found and

brought to my father a Cuckoo’s egg in a Redstart’s nest at Catton,

in a small tin kettle, and here again the question arises, “ How
would the young Cuckoo have got out of the kettle ?

”

* Mr. Bird found one in an unfinished Hedge Sparrow’s nest at Somerton.
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The reason a Cuckoo chooses such small kinds of birds as

Wagtails, Titlarks, etc., to palm its egg upon, is that if its egg were

smaller than the fosterer’s eggs, it would not always receive enough

of the warmth of the sitting bird to hatch. Yet it is a stated

“fact” that Cuckoos have laid in Wood Pigeon’s nests, and

“a fact” too as old as Willoughby (1G7G). That each individual

Cuckoo lays its own type of egg, season after season, and that

in nineteen cases out of twenty it lays that egg on the ground

(always for that reason preferring a low nest), and taking it in its

mouth flies (J. O. Harper) or crawls to a nest already known, is

established, and hardly requires any further proof. The introducing

of that egg into another bird’s nest may, very possibly, not be resented

at all, and certainly not nearly so much as the abstraction of one of

the fosterer’s would be, which act of spoliation often leads to a scuffle

and even to the death of the foster-bird. Neither are the two

acts generally simultaneous, but they are sometimes so according to

first-hand evidence. Our Norwich birdstuffers have on two or

three occasions taken perfect eggs out of Cuckoos, which indicates

some latent power of retaining them in the ovarium,—a power

long ago suspected by Montagu.

Cuckoos Watching their own Eggs.

Professor Newton thinks that when a Cuckoo has deposited her

egg in a nest she takes no further interest in it, but there are many
instances of Cuckoos being seen hanging about in the immediate

vicinity. But most likely their motive is, as a rule, not to watch

their own eggs, but to carry off some of the fosterer’s, lest the latter

should bestow too much attention on hers, and not the Cuckoo’s,

and this is generally done; yet the Cuckoo is too crafty to take all

the fosterer’s eggs, whereby it would defeat its own ends by causing

the fosterer to forsake. All evidence confirms the Professor’s view.

The Cuckoo’s burglarious intention (defeated in this case) seems

pointed to in the following memorandum of Mr. Norgate’s:

—

“ June 1st, 1881.—I saw a Cuckoo, and heard it uttering the bubbling

noise, which I believe is peculiar to the hen, in the act of flying. It alighted

on a Willow under which I was sitting, and near which I found a Pied

Wagtail sitting on its nest in ivy on a wall. This nest contained one Cuckoo’s

egg, and six Wagtail’s eggs, and was so deeply imbedded in ivy that I doubt

if the Cuckoo could put its head in far enough to take an egg out of it.”
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However, in argument that the Cuckoo does not always forget its

young one I may bring forward the late J. J. Briggs’ evidence to

the effect that one day, when walking with his dog, a Cuckoo came

flying about him within a hundred yards, agitated and alarmed,

and occasionally struck down at the dog as the Lapwing does.

The next day he found a young Cuckoo in a Hedge Sparrow’s nest,

a very short distance from the spot where the old Cuckoo had

attracted his attention (Zool. 1849, p. 2G03) to draw him away.

This finds corroboration in the statement of Dr. J. E. Gray that

he had seen a Cuckoo, day after day, visit the spot where its

offspring was being reared (‘Analyst,’ vol. ix. 1839, p. 07), and is

attested by two correspondents of ‘ The Field’ (February 17th, 1877

and duly 31st, 1897).

Egg-eating Cuckoos.

In the Spring of IS97 1 rose a Cuckoo from a Skylark’s nest in

which were two eggs, one sound, the other freshly broken and

sucked. That the Cuckoo was the culprit I have no manner of

doubt, and if her object was merely to remove the egg and not to taste

its contents, why was it broken ? for surely it would be easier for her

t,o fly away with a sound egg than a broken one. An exactly

parallel case is given in ‘The Zoologist’ for 1897, p. 515
;
and the

Cow Bird, Molothrus bonariensis, which is parasitic, like our

Cuckoo, eats eggs (Argentine Orn. vol. i. p. 75), so why not our

Cuckoo 1 The idea has been derided by many, but as long ago as

the time of Willoughby (1G76), we read that “having found the

nest of some little bird, she either devours or destroys the eggs she

there finds.” The Greater Spotted Cuckoo will also eat them

(‘Ibis,’ 1SG2, p. 358), as shells have been found in its stomach.

That Cuckoos are guilty of eating eggs receives what on the face

of it is undeniable proof from the narration of Mr. II. L. Wilson,

who, in the Spring of 1880, at Powick, near Worcester, actually

took the remains of eggs out of a Cuckoo’s crop, judged to be

Robins and Hedge Sparrows. The circumstances have been briefly

given under the initials 11. L. W., in ‘The Field’ of January 28th,

1882, where Mr. Wilson remarks :
—“On skinning it [the Cuckoo]

I found its crop was full of a mash of egg shells. I carefully

examined this mash and succeeded in separating the broken shells

(held together by the inside skin) of at least seven eggs, two of
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which were Robins, and the rest either Hedge Sparrows or Thrushes,

or some bluish eggs.”

Mr. P. N. Emerson in writing of the birds of our Norfolk Broads,

tells his readers that he has opened Cuckoos, and found in their

crops what appeared to be yelk of egg, which is so unmistakable,

that one does not see what else there could have been to mislead

him. I must confess myself a believer in occasional egg-eating

Cuckoos, in spite of the stout denial it has received in high quarters

;

in confinement they have been even found to eat young birds

(Zool. 1896, p. 357). Another strong case of egg-eating where the

embryo was nearly ready to be hatched, being perfect in all its

parts, is made out in ‘Land and Water’ of May 30th, 1874, and

further evidence is collected in Booth’s ‘Rough Notes’ (vol. i.

article “ Cuckoo ”), and by Mr.’ Sachse.

Removing Nestlings.

On the 20th of May, 1897, my son and I were in the pursuit of

Swallow-tailed Butterflies on Sutton Broad, when three Cuckoos

passed me, one behind the other, probably a hen and two cocks.

After flying over a small Bog Myrtle or Sweet Gale bush, not more

than two feet high and six feet long, standing by itself on the fen,

they betook themselves to an adjoining field. In three or four

minutes my suspicion was aroused by one Cuckoo returning, which,

not heeding me, entered the bush where it remained, but though

drawing near very cautiously, I could not see it there, small as it

was. When at length the Cuckoo had gone, a minute search

revealed nothing, and we were just going away when some ten feet

from the bush the marshman nearly trod on a new Yellow Wagtail's

nest in the grass. It Yvas empty, but scattered around were five

young Wagtails, quite a week old, the farthest one six feet off, the

others nearer, no doubt dropped where we now saw them by the

Cuckoos. I can only come to the conclusion, that this was a

Cuckoo which had a predilection for Yellow Wagtail’s nests,'"' and

as nothing else would suit it, its motive in this instance was by

removing the young Wagtails, to incite their bereaved parents to

quickly build a new nest, and again lay eggs beside which the crafty

Cuckoo might deposit her own. It may be when my binoculars

were on the bush was just the time that the Cuckoo happened to

* Mr. Bird found a Cuckoo’s egg in a Yellow Wagtail’s nest near Sutton,

May 23rd, 1890.
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be searching to see if this had been done. It is true there are

Stoats on the marsh, but the dead nestlings showed no marks of

teeth. Their relative position, and that of the nest and bush can

be best shown by a sketch, and accordingly the accompanying

drawing has been made from my recollections of this rural tragedy

in bird life by our well-known draughtsman, Mr. Keulemans.

A quarter of a mile further my son found a Keed Bunting’s nest,

empty, save for one well-fledged young Bunting, dead and bleeding

on the edge of the nest. Whether this was Cuckoo’s work or

Stoat’s we could not tell. Bearing on the same subject, another

narrative of Cuckoo’s destruction may here be appropriately given

in the words of the Rev. J. A. Laurence, who, referring to a con-

versation at a meeting of the Naturalists’ Society, about a Robin’s

nest which contained a Cuckoo’s egg, and the unusual number of

six Robin’s eggs besides, writes under date June 4th, 18S9:—
“I looked at that Robin’s nest on Friday [at Dilham in Norfolk],

and all the seven eggs were there. 1 looked again on Sunday evening,

and this was the result : in the nest was a young Cuckoo just born,

on the slope of the bank were three young Robins, and three eggs,

turned out of the nest. There were two birds in two of the eggs,

the third was addled. I replaced two of the young Robins, one of

which was certainly alive, and I think both were, in the nest with

the young Cuckoo. Next morning, all were gone but the Cuckoo :

no trace of the eggs or young Robins was to be found. Now in this

case the young Cuckoo can have had nothing to do with turning

the other birds and eggs out of the nest as it was itself helpless,

and is still.”

The above narrative by a careful observer indicates that Cuckoos

do take a very active interest, in one sense, in the welfare of their

young, unless these Dilham Robins were thrown out by their own

parents. On this head there is a good deal to be said (vide

Montagu’s experiment with a Swallow, Orn. Diet. Introduction vl).

For my part, I think it more probable that the Robins were ousted

by the old Cuckoo, being chiefly led to this opinion by the narrative

of a man, a gardener, who being concealed in a pigsty had a

perfect view of what was going on, and saw from his hiding-place

an adult Cuckoo take three young Hedge Sparrows, one by one, out

of a nest, and fly away with them (Zool. 1889, p. 261). Again,

in ‘Science Gossip’ of May 1st, 1868, will bo found an account
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of two Hedge Sparrows’ eggs and a young Hedge Sparrow being

ejected from a Hedge Sparrow’s nest in which was a young Cuckoo,

on the forenoon of the very day on which that Cuckoo was hatched.

Its accomplishment so soon after the Cuckoo was hatched is

unusual, and in favour of its being the act of the old Cuckoo, as in

three or four hours the Hedge Sparrow could not have conceived

much preference for the parasite over her own children one would

think.*

Nestling Cuckoos.

It is evident that young Cuckoos can thrive and grow big upon

anything, for as they have so many foster-parents, it follows they

must be nourished on many foods, and those which get the most

grow quickest. Many naturalists have marvelled at the amount of

food a young Cuckoo can consume, and the fascinated dupes its

parents and even other birds are never tired of feeding it. In one,

Mr. T. E. Gunn found a piece of cord possibly picked up, but more

likely given by the fosterer in mistake for a caterpillar. It is hardly

a figure of speech which led one observer to say the little Cuckoo

seemed to grow while he watched it, all the more remarkable when

we consider the small egg it has come out of, and small wonder if

one can eat sixty-five Meadow Brown Butterflies and a hen’s egg

in a day, and another fifty Caterpillars of Papilio brassicce, and grow

fat on the fare
;
yet they drink nothing. To Aristotle and Pliny the

Cuckoo was a puzzle, but Pliny well knew its voracity, and with

justice accused it of being a sleek, greedy bird, which monopolised

the food intended for its unhappy brethren. Whether a Cuckoo which

has been fostered by a Pied Wagtail would, in after life, have exactly

* I am indebted to Mr. John Paterson, of Glasgow, for a similar

experience related by a gentleman in ‘The Glasgow Evening Times’ of

December 12th, 1897. He had found a Titlark’s nest with a Cuckoo’s egg

in it and three Titlark’s eggs. On Saturday night, two of the young Titlarks

were out of the shell, and another just coming out of the shell, the Cuckoo’s

egg being then intact. On Sunday morning, at six o’clock, the other Titlark’s

egg was hatched out, and the Cuckoo’s egg split up, and a young Cijckoo

in the act of coming out of it. At ten o’clock, the young Cuckoo was alone

in the nest, and the three young Titlarks were lying at the root of the whin

bush in which the nest was built
;
he put them back, but on returning to

the nest at half past one found them thrown out again. If this nest could

only have been watched betweeu the hours of six a.m. and ten a.m., the

Cuckoo, or the parent Titlark, would have been convicted.
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the same tastes as one reared by a Thrush may well be doubted

(cf Gilbert White, letter iv. to Barrington), and there is only one

recorded instance of a foster-parent transmitting the intonation of

its song to a Cuckoo, however it may transmit its appetite. The

song of “ („’uck—oo” is always the same, and Colonel Butler tells

me the female’s bubbling cry is to his ear exactly like the Indian

Koel’s, but Eudynamis is a very aberrant Cuckoo. We have it on

the authority of the poets that for GOO years the Cuckoo has told

its name to the hills exactly in the strain it does now,— Cuccu,

Cuccu,—the noisiest and hence the most noticed of migrants.

Few country sights are more entertaining to any of us, and yet

ridiculous, than to see a tiny Titlark standing on the back of a big,

uncouth Cuckoo to feed it. The Cuckoo turns back its great head

for the expected lama, or sometimes a young Cuckoo may be seen

to half spread its wings for the clumsier Hedge Sparrow, which uses

them as a ladder. Any one seeing a Hedge Sparrow thus feeding

a Cuckoo might think with the Fool in ‘ King Lear,’ that it would

bite off its head. Long after they have left the nest, Cuckoos keep

up infantine manners, vaguely opening and shutting their yellow

months, impatiently shaking their wings and uttering a querulous

cry, always complaining that they are not enough attended to,

and if it were not for these artifices they would soon be left to die
;

it has been said that in confinement a young Cuckoo will never pick

up its own food, but I have seen one do so. No matter who its foster-

parents are, the lusty toad-like offspring, in many cases a murderer,

is their joy and delight, and very soon fills the cradle. From this,

if it be a Keed Warbler's nest, it must surely run great risk of

ejection in a high wind, though I never knew one thrown out.

Although it has originated from such a small egg it receives and

requires the food of five birds, and grows so vigorously as to soon

outgrow its domicile. If undisturbed, a young Cuckoo remains in,

or rather on, its nest, a long time before it is ripe for leaving, and if

frightened it will then, the first time of using its wings, have the

strength to fly thirty or forty yards. Now capable of supporting

itself, it nevertheless prefers to be fed by other birds, perhaps its

foster-parents, perhaps others, more or less to the eve of its departure,

indolently to us it seems, but in reality only following the dictates

of nature.

Two young Cuckoos in one nest is an event very rarely witnessed,
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aucl it has only happened in this county about three times
;
on

Household Heath (T. E. Gunn, Zool. 1865, p. 9618), at Cringleford,

and at Braconash. On one of these occasions I was told they both

lived until they were a considerable size, and then one died, instead

of being immediately ejected by the other young Cuckoo as might

have been anticipated. The two on Household were in a Titlark’s

nest, and what added very much to the discovery was the circum-

stance of an addled Cuckoo’s egg with the young Cuckoos. There

must, therefore, if there was no mistake about it, have been three

Cuckoo’s eggs at one time in the nest, a portentous prospect indeed

for the poor Lark !

The accompanying sketch, by Hrs. Hugh Blackburn, originally

published in 1872, shows in an artistic manner the still blind

young Cuckoo, standing up to eject a Titlark older than itself,

by means of its strong wings and concave back. The resemblance

of the wings to a man’s hand and arm is very noticeable, and they

are evidently of the greatest use in helping the Cuckoo to get

underneath the unlucky Titlark, which thus propped up and lodged

on the Cuckoo’s back, is soon shouldered out of the nest.
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Feeding its own Young.

Having now sufficiently discussed eggs, nestlings, and fosterers,

there are still a few points about the Cuckoo when it has reached

maturity, on which our best authors have dwelt but little,—such

are the Cuckoo’s anatomy, and its hepatic plumage, and apocryphal

pouch, and age. Were a full history of the Cuckoo required

there would be many other things, its food, migrations, and

song to consider, about which we need not trouble now, to say

nothing of the legends which amount to a mythology of their own.

There is still one matter in particular of great significance, the

feeding of its own young, which seems really to take place. At

the head of this paper are given twelve very important references

to histories of the Cuckoo, where nearly all that was known

about it up to a few years ago can be learnt, and in particular

the feeding of its own young has been asserted and rebutted

with no little warmth. The statement of Mr. J. McIntosh that

ho had distinctly watched an old Cuckoo feeding a young one with

caterpillars of Abraxas grossulariata (‘ Morris’ Naturalist,’ 1851,

p. 1
1 ), received with incredulity, because he had made mistakes in

Natural History elsewhere, was nevertheless curiously confirmatory

of what had been previously reported by a naturalist of the British

Museum, J. E. Gray (P.Z.S., 1836, p. 104). Both these stories

are now further attested by the narrative of Herr A. Muller, of what

he personally saw in the German forest of Hohenschied, a narrative

which, in this particular, bears the stamp of minute and correct

observation (‘Ibis,’ 1889, p. 219, translation). It therefore appears

that this departure from the Cuckoo’s ordinary habits does take

place under very rare circumstances, and we may expect that further

verification of it will be obtained in time, special attention being

now drawn to the subject by Herr Muller.

Age.

Next as regards the age of the bird. Mr. T. Webber tells a

singular story of a Cuckoo at Falmouth, a female, brought up

by hand, which for three summers returned to the house where

it was reared, and allowed itself to be fed and caressed, but

VOL. VI. D D
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was ultimately killed by a cat (‘The Field,’ Jan. 23rd, 1888).

The German naturalist Johann Naumann recounts bow a Cuckoo,'

undoubtedly a male, with a very peculiar call, returned to the

same place, season after season, for twenty-five years. Naumann, who

was himself convinced, remarks:—“ It would be an almost incredible

coincidence if just such another bird with the same soft peculiar cry

should have taken possession of the former Cuckoo’s old quarters.”

If a Magpie can live twenty-one years ( Zool. 1850, p. 2824), there

is nothing improbable in a Cuckoo’s living twenty-five, and there

are a great many birds which live far longer than that. My father

knew of a Cuckoo which returned to the same garden wall, at

Easton, for eight years, presumably the same bird, and Booth

mentions a pied one two years running at Ilickling.

Cuckoos have been often kept in cages, but they are not agreeable

pets, and never get through more than two winters, more often

only one. The experience of Mr. George Davis of Gloucester, who

has brought up no less than forty young Cuckoos, is that they are

best fed on meal worms, but when tempted will eat young birds

(Zool. 1896, p. 357), a morbid appetite, not indicative of what

would happen in their natural surroundings surely.

The Supposed Pouch.

This is hardly the place for a discussion on the anatomy of the

Cuckoo, but I cannot refrain from saying something about the

supposed pouch. In skinning a Cuckoo it may be noticed that

the oesophagus is wide at the orifice, and the skin of the neck some-

times very gelatinous inside, as first pointed out by Thompson,

which must have given rise to the idea in some people’s minds that

Cuckoos possess a pouch or internal throat pocket, large enough to

carry their eggs in. The small size of the egg, .85 x .75, lends

colour to such a theory, but the truth is, the gape is so capacious

that no pouch is wanted. Such evidence as there is in the

matter is but feeble. The late Mr. G. Swaysland, a well-known

Brighton taxidermist, affirmed that he had found, once at least, what

amounted to a membranous sac or pocket, and that it was behind

the tongue : this seemed explicit, especially as another experi-

menter, living at Exeter, was also able to speak of an interior
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membrane, with another membrane behind it, the two being united

below, with an orifice behind the root of the tongue (‘The Field,’

January 12th, 18G9, and ‘Land and Water’), just distinguishable.

The bird was examined in a birdstuffer’s shop with a knife and a

bradawl, but in neither communication does the writer give his

name, signing himself “Exoniensis” in ‘Land and Water,’ and

“Qmesitor” in ‘The Field.’ If there be an apparatus, and if it really

is deserving the name of a pouch, it would appear to be lower

down than that (Kinahan, in ‘ Birds of Ireland,’ vol. iii. p. 42),

namely, in the cavity formed by the “ merrythought ” bone,

which is rather long in the Cuckoo but otherwise quite normal.

We must remember how emphatically the Great Bustard’s sub-

lingual pouch was disbelieved in, until competent investigation

established its presence. It may be that the Cuckoo for a short

period possesses something analogous, not necessarily as an egg

receptacle, but which may be inflated during courtship, and shrivel

again, or have to do with its vocal powers, like the tracheal

membrane in the male Bittern. It is not always there in June,

for a line male shot on June 2nd, and expressly examined, did not

show a trace of it. Macgillivray gives a good plate of the tongue

and tapering oesophagus (‘ British Birds,’ vol. iii. plate xi), and but

little escaped his acute eye, but he found no “ pouch,” neither did

Hcrissant or White meet with it.

Any one who has often skinned the Common Cuckoo or the

Greater Spotted Cuckoo must have noticed the small size of the

sexual organs in the male in Spring, compared with other birds.

What this may indicate is a field for speculation
;

but it is

suggestive when taken in connection with its peculiar habits, the

abundance of males, and lack of parental affection. In the

Greater Spotted Cuckoo there are a number of large hairs under-

neath, and concealed by the feathers of the body, but whether

the same are to be found in the Common Cuckoo I cannot say.

They are not indicated in the plates in Xitzsch’s ‘ Pterylography,’

so perhaps they do not exist in C. canorus.

The hairs which sometimes fill the gizzard of a Cuckoo are,

unquestionably, caterpillars’ hairs (Tiger Moths, etc.), but they

penetrate the coat of the stomach in such a regular way that the

d d 2
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late Mr. Henry Stevenson and others thought the organ naturally

had a hairy lining. The matter was set at rest by Mr. Stevenson’s

sending a Cuckoo’s gizzard to Professor Huxley, who decided that

they were undoubtedly the hairs of some caterpillar, which, by the

action of the gizzard, perforated the lining of the stomach, and

somehow became arranged in a zone-like form, wanting root or

natural termination. The same arrangement of hairs has been

found in the Edolio Cuckoo of South Africa, Oxyloplius serratus

(Sparr), by my late father’s correspondent, Mr. Ayres, and in some

of the Australian Cuckoos by Gould. Macgillivray figures the

stomach twice to show the hairs thrust into its epithelium, but his

plate is rather small.

Plumage.

The plain plumage of the British Cuckoo would not seem to give

much room for variation; but even here this anomalous bird presents

a distinct kind of dimorphism when young, for it sometimes has

a rufous plumage, and sometimes a very dark plumage. These

phases are distinguishable before it leaves the nest, and are still more

marked when the Cuckoo is eight or nine weeks old, indeed the

extremes of red and brown might he taken for immaturity in two

different species. Very early in their life, nine out of ten young

Cuckoos begin to show a white occiput, and this white feather some-

times spreads until more than half the crown is white too, amounting

in one or two cases to albinism. As in Blackbirds and Bing Ouzels

the partial absence of the dark pigment in the feathers shows itself

first and most often about the head. We are told that this white

spot is rarely, if ever, found in the nearly allied Himalayan Cuckoo

(Fauna of B. India, vol. iii. p. 206), and its absence is a good

specific character of the Asiatic species I should say. One cannot

doubt that it is the rufous, and not the dark nestling Cuckoos,

which up to the Spring following their birth, not very infrequently

present a bright chestnut-brown colour, accurately compared by

Howard Saunders to a rich female Kestrel. They are then called

Hepatic Cuckoos, and are more often females than males.

A young Cuckoo obtained at Moscow in September appeared to
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be half normal and half hepatic, inasmuch as it had a broad reddish-

brown mark over the head and down the back, and two similar

reddish marks on the wings. One of the brightest hepatic Cuckoos

ever seen was shot in Norfolk fifty-three years ago (cf. Gurney, Zool.

1S4G, p. 1315), and the cinnamon* colour is hardly faded at all; but

another shot in May, 1877, was considered by Mr. Stevenson to be

also of an exceptionally vivid red. There must be just a week or

two when the new feathers are at their best, and the bird just

arrived from Africa’s sunny climate has had no time to bleach

their brilliancy. Such birds are very beautiful, and are the more

appreciated, now that they are protected by the law, by collectors

who have already got them. The idea that individual Cuckoos

which have acquired the hepatic plumage always retain it is quite

inconsistent with what science leads us to expect : as well might

we suppose that hepatic Cuckoos are always fostered in some

particular kind of nest. None of this variety were met with by

my party in Egypt or Algeria, but I saw a good one last }
Tear at

Yevey in Switzerland, and they are not very uncommon on

the Continent according to continental authors, especially

Temminck, who met with a great many in Italian markets
;
and

Mr. Meade Waldo saw many on the Ionian Islands exposed for

sale dead.

As regards the bird’s ordinary plumage, the fourth edition of

‘ Yarrell ’ says that there is no outward distinction of sex in

Cuckoos, except it be that the female is commonly a little smaller,

but she certainly very often shows a rufous tinge on the chest.

One shot at Yarmouth, in May, 1882, had this rufous colour so

unusually, having perhaps been a late hatched bird the year before,

that it extended over the wings, the whole of the nape, and a part

of the crown
;
but its sex was not ascertained. Another got in

Egypt on May 10th, 1895, is all in rufous brown plumage, except

the lowrer part of the back, which is slaty blue, but not at all

bright. I once skinned a Cuckoo (but not in England) in which

the upper side of the wings and most of the back were dull, mealy

white, shot on September 20th, and apparently a bird of the year,

with the usual white patch on the occiput. The whole subject has

been recently treated by Messrs. J. E. Harting and F. Coburn

(Zool. 1895, pp. 257, 321), the former of whom concludes that
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a red or hepatic Cuckoo in England in April, is one which has

completed on the Continent its nestling or first year’s plumage,

but probably it was a reddish bird from the first, or it would not

have been hepatic.

Allied Species.

The nearest allies to our British Cuckoo are the South African

Cuculus gularis and C. poliocephalus, found in Asia and South

Africa, and so little do they differ in colour of plumage that neither

of them would he recognised if they came to this country
;
the

same may be said of C. intermedins
,
but Colonel Shelley thinks

none in Africa but our bird have the true ‘Cuckoo’ note (B. M.

Catalogue, vol. xix. p. 245). My father considered the yellow or

yellowish base of the uppei mandible in C. gularis, the Lineated

Cuckoo, the best criterion by which to distinguish it from C. canorus.

Other more or less allied species may he seen in the Foreign Bird

Gallery at Norwich Museum, and a well-mounted skeleton in the

British Room there, hut we still want a group case showing the

process of ejection, or the young Cuckoo being fed by the fosterer.
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VL

EXHIBITION OF A NORFOLK BUSTARD.

By Thomas Southwell, F.Z.S., V.-P.

Read 25tli May, 1897.

The remarkably fine example of the old race of Norfolk bred

Bustards which I now exhibit is at present unrecorded, and has

only recently come into my possession. Its history is briefly as

follows :

—

In February last, Professor Newton was informed by Mr. Osbert

Salvin that he had heard, through his sister, Miss E. Salvin, who

resides at Bournemouth, that a Norfolk Bustard was to be sold at

tho auction of her friend the late Miss Glasse, a near neighbour,

recently deceased. Miss Glasse had told Miss Salvin that her

father shot the bird many years ago, when he was living in

Norfolk, and Mr. Salvin wished to know whether he should

make any further inquiries about it. This led to a correspondence

in which Miss Salvin informed Professor Newton that the bird

had, at the date of her letter (February 24th, 1897), already

been sold at the auction for 26s., but she did not know

the purchaser’s name
;
she however mentioned the name of the

auctioneer, and added, “ Miss Glasse used to tell us that it was

shot by her father when they were living in Norfolk;” but she

could get no information from her as to “ where or when it was

shot.” At this stage, Professor Newton kindly informed me of the

facts expressing a hope that there might be a chance of the specimen

returning to its native county, and the result of my 'further inquiries

I give below
;
but must first mention that Miss Salvin subsequently

stated Miss Glasse’s old coachman, a Norfolk man, told her “ he

often heard his master say that he shot the Bustard on Swaffham

Heath,” before ho was in Mr. Glasse’s service. In the meantime

I had heard of the Bustard through the broker who purchased it,
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and obtained the offer of it. I had also written to the coachman,

Eobert Bear, who replied as follows :
—

March 19th, 1897—“ Mr. Glasse told me he shot it [the bird in

question] on Swaffham Heath, and by the time he told me I should

think it is about sixty years ago. I did not live with him at the

time, but he told me while I did live with him.”

Miss Salvin corroborates this, and adds that Mr. Glasse was

living at Eaynham when he told Bear of the circumstance, and

the latter was “ quite positive that Mr. Glasse shot the Bustard on

Swaffham Heath,” also that “ He was a young man when he

shot it.” Mr. W. B. Glasse was eighty-four years of age when he

died in 1890
;
assuming therefore that he was twenty-five years of

age at the time of the occurrence, this would fix the event at about

the year 1830, a by no means improbable date. Mr. Glasse was

an eminent Chancery Barrister, a Q.O., and for many years occupied

Vere Lodge, Eaynham, near Fakenham, as a shooting box. He
lived, after his retirement, at Chittle, near Blandford, for some

twelve year’s, and died there in 1890. After her father’s death

Miss Glasse took up her residence at Bournemouth, where she

died as above stated.

This superb old bird is even larger than the old male killed

in the year 1818, at Beechamwell, in our Museum collection,

and if the estimated date of its death be correct, it would probably

be the last male of the Swaffham drove; and it is not unlikely that

the selection of the males for destruction, they being the liner birds,

was the cause of the rapid extinction of these birds here, none but

females having been left for some years previous to 1838, when the

Dersingham and Lexharn birds, believed to have been the last of

their race were killed. These widowed females dropped eggs, of

course infertile, in a purposeless way, which were found on the land.

Note.—This interesting specimen is now in the fine collection of

Mr. E. M. Connop, at Rollesby Hall.
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VII.

THE ST. HELEN’S SWAN-PIT.

By Thomas Southwell, F.Z.S., V.-P.

Read 30tli November, 1397.

At our meeting on the 20th September, 1891, I contributed a

short paper on tho above ancient and unique institution, in which

I stated, that, although doubtless of considerable antiquity, the

only direct evidence of such being the case, which I could obtain,

was “ an entry discovered by Mr. Simpson, the late Governor, in the

books of the Hospital [to which it is attached], of a minute to the

effect that about May, 1793, the late Mr. Thomas Ivory constructed

a new Swan-yard, and made other improvements on the premises

. . . this entry, therefore, not only marks the date of the present

Swan-pit, but establishes tho existence of a previous one, near the

same spot, probably of monastic origin.” The ancient account rolls

of tho St. Helen’s Hospital having been recently transferred to the

Muniment Room of the Corporation, where Mr. ,T. C. Tingey has

undertaken their arrangement, 1 asked him should he discover

any early entries with regard to the Swan-pit to be so good as

to extract them for me; the result has been that he has most

kindly furnished me with the interesting entries from the Hospital

Accounts here appended, which carry back the history of the

“ Cignorum ” another three hundred years.

The entries, save the last two, are in Latin
;

I therefore give

the original, and have appended Mr. Tingey’s translation.

It will be observed that the customary allowance to the custodian

was 3s. 4d. per annum, a sum equal to about eight times that

amount in the present money
;
whether the “ delivery ” of five

Cygnets in the year 1500 was to the cook, as is now generally the

case, or to augment the breeding stock at home, or elsewhere, is

uncertain
;
but in 1506 the Hospital, undoubtedly, introduced some
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new blood, probably to their stock upon the river, by the purchase

of a couple of old Swans and the swanherd marked them with

the mark, “anciently determined for marking the Swans belonging

to the same Hospital.” The mark now in use consists of a chevron,

the point of which is directed towards the anterior portion of the

mandible.

The last entry but one in 1589 seems to indicate that the old

Swan-pit, like the present one, received its water supply direct from

the river, as 10s. were paid for “dammyng and fyeng the cryck”

through which it doubtless then as now flowed and ebbed.

ACCOUNT ROLLS OF ST. GILES HOSPITAL.

1487—8. 2 & 3 H. VII.

Expense Minutje

Ills Illld Solutis Willelino Bylney pro custodia Cignorum

Hospitalis sancti Egidii in Norwico ex contractacione pro toto

hoc anno

[Small Expenses.

3s. 4d. Paid to William Bylney for keeping the swans of St. Giles’

Hospital in Norwich by contract for this whole year.]

1489—90 4 & 5 II. VII

Expense Minute

(Et) solutis Johanni Kerre pro custodia Cignorum hospitalis

sancti Egidii in Norwico ex contractacione pro toto hoc anno—
Ills Illld

[Small Expenses

(And) paid to John Kerre for keeping the swans of St. Giles’ Hospital

in Norwich by contract for this whole year 3s. 4d.]

1500—1 15 & 16 H. VII

Minute Expense

(Et) in denariis solutis Johanni Karre pro Custodia Cignorum

hospitalis predicti & deliberacione V cignet per tempus predictum—
Ills. Illld.

[Small Expenses.
*

(And) in pence paid to John Karre for keeping the swans of the said

hospital, and for delivering 5 cygnets during the aforesaid time (one year)

3s. 4d.]
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1506—
7 21 & 22 H. VII

CuSTUS MlNUT.E (sic) CUM EMPTIONE ClGNORUM

(Et computat) solutis Johanni Ker Swanhierde pro uno le

Couple veterurn Cignorum vocatorum Eyrers ad signandum cum

Signo Hospitalis de antiquo ordinato pro signacione Cignorum

eidem TIospitali pertinentium hoc anno emptorum ad incrementum

Cignorum suorum Ills. De aliis presentem Titulum tangentibuz

nihil hoc anno

[Small Charges with the purchase of Swans

(And he accounts) paid to John Ker Swanherd for markin'! with the

Hospital mark, anciently determined for marking the Swans belonging to the

same Hospital, a couple of old Swans called Eyrers bought this year for

increasing his swans. 3s. Eor other matters touching the present heading,

nothing this year.]

1507—

8 22 & 23 H. YU.

CuSTUS MlNUT.E CUM EMPTIONE ClGNORUM

Nulhe hoc anno

[Small Charges with the purchase of Swans.

None this year.]

Payments. 1589—90

The Hospital

Item to Anthonye Ponyott and Andrew Thyrkle eyther of them

V dayes ended the 25 of October 1589 in dammyng and fyeng the

cryck next the Swanyard—Xs.

Item to Anthonye Ponyott II dayes endyd the xxiiith of June

last in pyling and casting the Svvanne pond at thospitall—IIs.
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VIII

SOME ADDITIONS TO

THE NORWICH CASTLE-MUSEUM IN 1897.

By Thomas Southwell, F.Z.S., V.-P.

Read 29th March, 1S98.

The main purpose of these annual notices of the Norwich Castle-

Museum is to chronicle the progress of the Natural History-

Collections; but it is pleasing to note in the Report of the Committee

for 1897, just issued, the evident desire of the body of management

to popularise and render as useful as possible the excellent institu-

tion of which they have the control. Considerable advance has

been made during the past year in arranging the collections,

especially those devoted to Ethnology, and the systematic arrange-

ment of the collection of British Birds, which, owing to the hasty

removal and pressure of other work on the altogether inadequate

staff under the direction of the Curator, was not all that could be

wished, is now making good progress, whilst by the addition of

sketch maps, coloured, to show the distribution of the genera and

species, and some beautiful drawings by Iveulemans (the gift of

Mr. Gurney), illustrating the structure and classification of the

Birds of Prey, that important section of the Museum is rendered

much more instructive. The Museum is also indebted to Mr. Gurney

for a plaster cast of the fossil remains of the Archseopterix, and a

drawing showing the restoration of the same, which it is to be

hoped is only a commencement of a series of representatives of

fossil and extinct forms of animals, so indispensable to a proper

study of their existing representatives.

In general Ornithology, Mr. Gurney has given us a specimen of

Sabine’s Gull, killed at Aberystwyth in 189G, and Mr. Robert

Gurney an Icterine Warbler, shot at Cley-next-the-Sea, in

September, 189G. Some beautiful specimens of Skua Gulls,
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including a so-called Common Skua, killed at Lowestoft, have

been given by Mr. Geoffrey Fowell Buxton, making our series of

mounted Skuas very complete as to age and sex, and the remarkable

phases of plumage conspicuous in the birds of this genus.

Mr. Connop has also given a male Gadwall, which was required to

complete' the case of a pair of these birds with nest and eggs, to

illustrate its breeding in the County of Norfolk. A few eggs have

been added .to the collection, the most noteworthy of which are

two eggs of the New Zealand Laughing Owl, a species well repre-

sented in our collection, but which there is little doubt will soon

become extinct ;
its eggs, therefore, for which we have to thank

Mr. Gurney, are a very valuable acquisition.

With regard to the additions to the collection of Raptorial Birds,

Mr. Gurney has kindly furnished me with the following notes :

—

“ With the increasing difficulty of getting new species, it cannot

be expected that every year the Raptorial collection will be enriched

by novelties; but 1897 has not passed without five good Hawks

and three Owls falling in our way, which shall here be enumerated.

A well-mounted Gennaia gurney i, presented by Professor Menzbier,

shot February 6th, 1897, is evidently adult from the purity of its

chest, and whiteness of head
;
and has been placed by Mr. Reeve

in the first corridor, next to G. suker and G. hendersoni
,
with the

latter of which Mr. Dresser seeks to unite it (‘ Birds of Europe,’ sup.

part vi.). It has by no means the rufous back that G. hendersoni

(milvipes

)

has, nor does it resemble it in its barring on the back,

and 1 cannot think it is the same (cf. Orn. d. Turkestan, part iii).

“An adult female of Urospizias (A star) sijlvestris (Wallace), from

the low country in Flores Island which is south of the Celebes,

sent by Mr. Everett, through Mr. E. Gerrard of London, is ticketed

* irides deep red, bill jet black, cere deep pure chrome, the basal

half of bill and eyelids lighter chrome yellow, legs dull wax yellow.’

It agrees well with a pair in the Museum collected many years ago

by Mr. A. R. Wallace, except that in Wallace’s the eyes are marked

as having been orange. My father’s remarks on U. sijlvestris, and

its ally U. torquutus, will be found in the ‘Ibis’ for 1881, p. 266,

by any one who may desire to consult them.

“A very good summer pair of Tinnuneulus peninsularis (Mearns),

showing the larger size of the female, procured by Mr. J. F. Abbott,

collector to Mr. \\ . Trice, at Sierra Laqura, in Lower California.
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Mr. Mearns in describing it (‘The Auk,’ 1892, p. 267) speaks of
‘ the dwarfed size of this sub-species ’ of Kestrel, which in ray
‘ Catalogue ’ I have placed next to T. australis

,
Rid.

“A female of the little Mexican Owl, Micropallas graysoni, Ridg.,

Nov. 15th, 1895
;
and a Glaucidium hoskinsii, Brewst., taken at

a height of 8200 feet at San Pedro, neither of them with any

collector’s name, but received through Mr. C. K. Worthen, the

Natural History agent, and with original tickets, add two more to

our list of American sub-species of Owls.

“An adult male Burrowing Owl
(
Pholeoptynx (Speotyto )

rostrata

)

(Townsend) from Clarion Island, Lower California, where it was

discovered by the U. S. Scientific Expedition “ Albatross,” in 1889,

is labelled May 25th, 1897, No. 1307, and is acceptable as an

insular sub-species, which will stand or fall according to the deter-

mination of future naturalists, the more advanced of whom break

up Pholeoptynx cunicularia into ten geographical sub-species,

instead of two as was the case in 1875.

“Nmox ocellata, H. & J. (of which we had only one before which

came from Sir J. Grey), obtained on Savu Island, between Elores

and Timur, in August 1896, by Mr. Everett, is probably a rare bird

which may not turn up again for some time. From the same

successful collector, whose discoveries do him so much credit, we

have a male Scops albiventris, Sharpe, shot on the island of Lombok
in the Java Sea. It is figured on plate viii. of vol. ii., B. M. Cat.

of Striges, and was by mistake omitted from my catalogue, its

claims being now also better understood.

“Two eggs of the New Zealand Laughing Owl, Sceloglaux

albifacies
,
obtained through Mr. F. Stalchsmith, agree with the

cut in the ‘Transactions’ (vol. vi. p. 158), and are probably to be

relied on as genuine, and may one day (if Sceloglaux becomes

extinct) be looked upon as among our greatest rarities.”

One fish which has been added to the collection during the past

year is worthy of note from the circumstances connected with its

origin. It is many years since the Salmon frequented the river

Yare, such few as have at long intervals been met with have

evidently been carried up the river by floods, and have been found

much out of condition in altogether unnatural localities
;
but the

specimen in question was seen by Mr. G. F. Buxton in the river

Tas, above Stoke Holy Cross Mill, and captured by him with a fly
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in May, 1897. Specimens of the Sandy Ray and Starry Ray have

been contributed by Mr. A. Patterson, gleaned by him from the

Yarmouth fishing-boats.

I may conclude by mentioning a charming example of the art

of illustrating Natural History in wood, in the form of a beautiful

carved panel in high relief, representing a pair of Bullfinches, with

nest, young ones and surroundings; the work of Mr. James Minns

of this city, which was considered worthy of a place in the last

exhibition of the Royal Academy, and which was presented by

Mr. Herbert A. Day.

IX.

METEOROLOGICAL NOTES, 1897.

(From observations taken at Bradestono House, Brundall, Norfolk.)

By Arthur \V. Preston, F. R. Met. Soc.

Read 22nd February, 1S9S.

January.

This was a coarse, winterly month, with much snow during the

second half. Whilst the days were uniformly cold, on no night did

the thermometer fall below 22 degrees, giving a range of temperature

for the month of only 23 degrees, which is a smaller range than in

any January since 1852. The mean temperature of the month was

about 3 degrees below the average. The rough gales and drifting

snows of the 22nd and 23rd were the most severe experienced for

many years, and in some parts of the county the drifts were greater

than since the memorable snowstorm of 18th January, 1881.
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February.

The early part of the month was exceedingly wet, and as the

downpour was accompanied by the melting of the January snow-

drifts, somewhat serious floods were the consequence, the low lying

districts being inundated to a greater extent than for some time

past. Nearly the whole month’s average rainfall fell during the

first week, and the sun hardly shone at all until the 17th. From

this date an improvement followed, and some days were singularly

warm and summer-like. On the 22nd the day temperature rose

to 55.2 degrees, on the 23rd to 56.2 degrees, and on the 26th to

57.8 degrees. The warmth of the nights, also, at this time was

remarkable; the lowest reading on the night of the 19th being

46.4 degrees, and on the 25th 47.2 degrees, these minima being

more in character with June or July than February. The result

of this forcing temperature was to bring the Crocuses and earlier

Spring flowers quickly into bloom. The mean temperature of the

month (41.3 degrees) was about 3 degrees higher than the average

for February.

March.

This was the fifth warm March in succession, and was about

4 degrees warmer than the average. It entered with boisterous

weather, and on the 3rd, with the barometer down to 28.67 in.,

a gale occurred, although of considerable less violence than was

developed further South, where almost. as much damage was done

as we recorded here in 1895. The rainfall was above the average,

but less than in the previous March, and much less than was

experienced in other parts of England, particularly in the South.

A notable feature of the month was the warmth of the nights

between the 17th and 28th, thereby causing a rapid start of

vegetation. During this period the thermometer did not once fall

below 40.8 degrees, and on some nights the minimum was as high

as 47 degrees.

April.

The month entered with cold, bleak weather. On several

mornings there were some rather sharp frosts, and snow fell on the

1st, 2nd, and 5th. There was but little warm weather until the

last week, when the temperature rose considerably. The month’s
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mean was about 1 degree below the average, the warmth of the

end of the month somewhat counteracting the cold of the earlier

days. As in the seven preceding months, the rainfall was above

the average, the total for the first four months of the year being

greater than in any year since 1 8S3.

May.

This was a cold dry month, the mean temperature being about

2 degrees below the average, and the rainfall exactly half the mean,

'l'he second week was particularly cold, snow falling on the 12th,

and hail on the lltli, 1 2th, and 13th. The period from the 12th

to the 25th was absolutely rainless, and was accompanied by

continuous north-easterly winds. The last few days of the month

were very warm, with a highly electrical atmosphere. Thunder

occurred on the 25th and 30th, and on the evening of the latter

date the storms were very severe in some localities, accompanied

by heavy rains.

June.

The month entered with lino and very warm weather, but on the

4th a northerly current set in with much cloud and a great reduc-

tion of temperature. The 7th and 8th were exceedingly wet

and cold for the season, the maximum temperature on the 8th

(50.G degrees) being the lowest registered in June for eleven years.

The weather improved on the 10th, and considerable heat occurred

for a few days, followed by cooler days, with heavy rains in the

third week. A gale of unusual violence for June was recorded on

the night of the 18th, but was followed by a period of great heat

(maximum 80 degrees on 23rd, 83 degrees on 24th, and 80 degrees

on 30th), accompanied by a highly electrical state of the atmosphere.

Thunderstorms occurred on the 18th, 24th, and 27th, that on the

24th being of great severity, particularly to the north of Xorwich,

and at Hellesdon loss of life unhappily resulted. The mean

temperature of the month was nearly 3 degrees above the average,

and the rainfall was also slightly in excess.

July.

The main feature of this month was its great dryness. The

average rainfall for July is about 2.89 in., and in 1886, 1888, 1889,

1890, 1891, and 1894, it exceeded 4 in., but the total recorded

VOL. VL EE
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here in July 1897, was but 0.G7 in., the least recorded in this

month since 1885. The mean temperature was slightly in excess

of the average, and on the 24th it rose to 85 degrees. Thunder

occurred on the 20th, 21st, and 25tli, and thunderstorms on the

afternoons of the 2Gth and 27th.

August.

This was a warmer, but less settled month than July, and the

heat during the first week was very excessive. On each day from

the 2nd to the 19th inclusive, the thermometer exceeded 70 degrees,

as well as on six other days. The mean temperature of the month

(63.4 degrees) was upwards of 3 degrees above the average, and

was within half a degree of the hot August of 1893, and it was,

with that exception, the warmest summer month since July, 1887.

Thunder occurred on eight days, and lightning was seen on one

other day. In consequence of these frequent electrical disturbances

the weather kept very unsettled, and the rainfall was very

unequally distributed. Whilst in some parts of the county almost

more rain fell than was wanted, at Brundall the falls, although

comparatively frequent, were generally very small, the total being

only 1.27 in.
;

at Norwich Cemetery, only seven miles distant, the

total was 2.15 in.

September.

The month entered with very unsettled weather, and on the 2nd

a gale of considerable force blew from the S.W., and an electrical

condition prevailed subsequently for some days, with heavy hail

showers, accompanied on the 4tli and 6th by thunder and lightning.

A period of dry weather, with cloud and mist, ensued for some

days, but heavy rains occurred from the 17th to 20th, the fall on

the 18th (0.92 in.) being the heaviest registered in the twenty -four

hours ending 9 a.m. since August, 1895. The third week was

very fine, warm and pleasant, with hardly any rain
;
but on the

evening of the 29th, after a close, oppressive day, a thunderstorm

of considerable violence burst over the county, and lasted for several

hours, the greatest intensity being developed in the West. A general

downpour of rain accompanied and followed the storm, amounting

at Brundall to 0.78 in. The total rainfall of the month (3.94 in.)

was 1.28 in. in excess of the average.
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October.

This was the finest October for many years, for although some-

times it has been drier, and sometimes warmer, rarely lias such

a delightful prolongation of summer sunshine and warm dry days

been recorded. It was the driest October since 1879, but 188G

and 1893 gave a higher mean temperature and some warmer days.

The last six days, although very fine, gave 0.01 in. of moisture each

morning deposited by wet fogs. T he total rainfall of the month

was 0.94 in. against an average of 3.05 in., and, looking back over

old records in the South-east of England to the commencement of

the present century, it appears that October has been drier on only

six occasions, namely, in 1803, 1830, 1834, 18G1, 1866, and 1879.

Except for a slight frost in exposed situations on the morning of

the 7th, there was nothing to cut off the more tender flowers,

which continued in full bloom to the end of the month.

November.

To the 27th this was an unusually dry and pleasant month for

so late in the season. Although there was a considerable prevalence

of cloud and dense fogs at times the barometer remained, as in

October, at a very high level with little variation, and the rainfall

was trilling. Temperature was high, and on many days very high,

the maximum reading for the 14th being 60.2 degrees, and the

weather on that day was of the most summer-like description.

A great and sudden change occurred on the 27th. The barometer,

which at 9 a.m. on the 26th stood at the great height of 30.50 in.,

had fallen to 30.01 in. at the same hour on the 27th, and fell

rapidly during the last-named day, accompanied by an almost

continuous downpour of rain, constituting the first wholly rainy

day since the middle of September. A rise of the barometer in

the evening hardly prepared the way for the great atmospheric

disturbance of the two following days. By 9 a.m. on the 28th the

barometer had fallen to 29.61 in., and after falling with great

rapidity all day, by 9 p.m. stood at 29.02 in. This fall was

accompanied by rain, hail, and a violent gale from the S.W. veering

to N.W., increasing in intensity during the ensuing night. The

greatest violence appeared to be between 7 and 9 a.m. on the 29th,

during which time some of the gusts were terrific, inflicting much

damage in all directions, and it was not until late in the afternoon

E e 2
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that the Avind may be said to have ceased to bloAV at gale force.

It is, happily, hut rarely that \ve experience, in these parts, a gale

of such intensity, and, following so soon after the hurricane of

24th March, 1895, and the strong gale of 3rd March, 1897, a com-

parison may not here he out of place. The 1895 gale, it will be

readily recollected, was by far the most violent of the three, but

was of much shorter duration, lasting not more than about three

hours. Force 11, or about 70 to 80 miles an hour Avas attained

at the height of the gale, whereas, the nearest self-recording

anemometer, that on the Sailors’ Home at Great Yarmouth, only

attained force 9, or about 60 miles an hour during the height of

the recent disturbance. In 1895 the chief damage was caused by

the uprooting of a vast number of trees
;
the destruction caused

by the recent gale, although serious inland, Avas chiefly confined

to our coasts, Avhere the high tide caused by it wrought almost

unprecedented destruction. The March gale of the present year

was chiefly felt in the more southern parts of England, Avhere the

damage to trees was almost as great as Avith us in the storm of 1895

which did not extend, with any unusual force, to our southern coasts.

Like the 1895 storm the recent gale Avas accompanied by electric

disturbances, lightning being seen on the evenings of the 28th

and 29th, and in some places thunderstorms of some severity Averc

experienced. The total rainfall of November Avas nearly the same

as last year, and Avas 1.25 in. below the average. There Avas but

little frost, and many garden flowers remained in bloom a month

later than usual.

December.

This Avas, for the fifth year in succession, a mild December,

exhibiting but few winter traits. Stormy weather prevailed during

the firSt fortnight, but on the 17th there Avas a considerable rise of

the barometer which continued over Christmas, Avith some keen

frosts and pleasant days, though some of the evening fogs Avere

unusually dense. The minima registered on the mornings of the

23rd (21.2 and 21.8 degrees respectively) were slightly loAver

than during either of the two previous winters. The weather on

Christmas Day was bright, frosty, and seasonable, in fact, a more

typical day could hardly be desired. Very mild Aveather followed,

Avith rough winds and some rain, a heavy gale on the 29th—30th
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being of an unusually prolonged character. The rainfall of the

month was 0.52 in. below the average, and the mean temperature

was about 2^ in. in excess. The number of days on which rain

fell was 17, against 2G the previous December, but with the excep-

tion of a few snowilakes on the 2nd, the month may be said to

have been a snowless one.

The Seasons.

The following Tables show the mean temperature and rainfall for

the four seasons, together with those of the five previous years,

and of a twenty-year approximate average. Winter comprises the

three months December to February inclusive; Spring, March to

May; Summer, June to August; and Autumn, September to

November.

TEMPERATURE.

Scanon*. 1891 1893. 1894. 1895. 1H0<». 1897.
"•* ve ar

average.

Departure
of 1897 from
average.

VVintor

Spring
Summer
Autumn

degrees.

37.0
44.9

58.3

48.8

degrees.

86.5

49.

1

61. 2

50.0

degrees.

39.2

47.7

59.3
50 1

degree*.

34.7

47.6
60.4

51.4

degrees.

39. 6

48.0

61.1

48.5

degree*.

38 3
46.9
61.9

50.3

.loicrce...

37.8
46.2

60.2

49.5

degree*.

+ 0.5

+ 0.7

+ 1.7

+ 0.8

Year 46.9 49.6 49.2 48.4 49.3 49.5 48.4 + 1.1

RAINFALL.

Seasons. 1892. 1893. 1801 1895. 1896. 1897. 20-year
average

Departure
of 1897 from
average.

Winter ...

Spring ...

Summer ...

Autumn ...

in.

. 6.36
5.10

10.20
11.15

in.

5.80

1.61

5.37

6.10

In.

4.S1

5.62

8.74

7.12

in.

7.35
4.15

7.51

7.13

in.

3.28
5.18

4.8S

8.49

in.

7.S6

5.05

4.17

6.42

in.

6.02

5.21

7.17

8.50

in.

+ 1.S4
— 0.16
— 3.00
— 2.0S

Year 31.05 19.66 27.32 24.91 23.28 22.07 26.90 — 4.83

The above Tables show that all the seasons were slightly above

their average temperature, especially the Summer, which was the

warmest of the series. Rainfall was above the average in the

Winter months, the excess being greater than in any of the above

years. There was a trifling deficiency in the Spring quarter, and

a considerable deficiency in the Summer and Autumn, that of the

Summer amounting to as much as three inches.
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The Year.

To sum up, the year may be described as being, on the whole,

an exceedingly fine one. Although the snowdrifts in January were

greater than for many years past, and were attended with consider-

able flooding at the thaw in the following month, the frosts during

the winter were very slight, and the warmth in the latter part of

February was almost phenomenal. Much warm weather ensued

until April, when an exceedingly early development of vegetable

life received an abrupt check, and the rough North-easterly winds

which prevailed for some weeks had, in some localities, a disastrous

effect upon the apple crop. The earlier months were somewhat

wetter than usual, but May was exceedingly dry, as were also July

and August, when, combined with excessive heat, field and garden

suffered severely for the third season in succession. Notwithstand-

ing that September was rather rainy, October and November were

abnormally dry, although the reverse might have been expected

after a summer with so small a rainfall. Much fine weather pre-

vailed during this period, thereby prolonging the summer to an

unusual extent, and, but for the density of some of the morning

and evening fogs, it was difficult to realise that the approach of

Christmas was so near at hand. There was hardly any frost till

December 23rd, when four rather sharp nights were again succeeded

by mildness. The gale and high tide of November 29th were

one of the most notable features of the year, but not less so was

the deficiency of the total rainfall, which, with that of the two

previous years amounted to 10.44 in., a deficiency which will, no

doubt, in due course be fully made up to us.

N.B.—It may be mentioned that this Station has been made a Climatolog-

ical Station of the Royal Meteorological Society, as from 1st January, 1897,

and was visited by the Society’s Inspector in September, 1897.
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X.

NOTES ON THE HERRING FISHERY OF 1897.

By G. H. Harris.

Read 29th March, 1898.

In the year 1896 the Herring Fishery in the ports of Yarmouth

and Lowestoft had to lament large catches with low prices
;
there

was an abundance both of fish and fine weather, which kept the

market, more or less, “glutted.” There had been no scarcity

during the earlier part of the year, nor was there any unusual

demand during the Autumn months, with the result that the worst

effect of a “glut” in forcing the price of Herring down below

profit-bearing value was felt in all its severity. The year 1897 has

also been remarkable for large catches, and, if we except a heavy

gale at the end of November, the weather was propitious for the

following of the industry. “ Gluts ” were again, therefore, frequent.

And not only were they frequent, but they were enormous, in so

far that the catch of 1897 exceeding that of 1896 by 9094 lasts,

or by 33 per cent., comes within a trifle of a few hundred lasts of

being a record catch. But this result was, as we shall see in the

sequel, due not so much to phenomenal shoals of Herring, as it was

to an increase in the number of boats fishing from the two ports.

And the Autumn fishing has to take all the credit
;
for the Spring

and Midsummer fishings had fallen short by 1288 lasts of the

catch of the previous year. This early deficiency is noteworthy as

it points the reason why, while the prices of 1896 were not able to

stand against the glut of that year, the prices, of 1897 did stand.

There was, in fact, a great deficiency of Herring, not only in the

comparatively unimportant Spring and Summer fishings of these

two East Coast ports, but also in the great North Sea fishing which

precedes that of the East Coast. So the Autumn fishing started

with a call for fish which was of good omen. But the fish did not

come till the second week in October, when some remarkable catches

were made. And here it may be more curious than useful to note

that old fishermen, remembering that Mackerel had been unusually

plentiful during the Summer, shook their heads over the prospect of

the Herring fishing, saying that a plenty of Mackerel had always

meant a scant of Herring, and that, in their opinion, the fishing

would be a poor one—a prediction which, as October wore on,

proved a false one; although in these months when supplies were

so exceptionally short it did meet with somo justification.
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The enormous catch landed on the Yarmouth and Lowestoft

wharves would have congested business, but for the shortness of

the Scotch East Coast catch, which was the salvation of the markets.

Prices, although fluctuating, ruled in favour of the catcher. In the

height of the season fish caught by Scotch boats fell to £5 10s. and

£4 per last, but during the bad weather at the end of November

prices ran up to £28 las. per last. Salt Herring averaged £8 10s.
;

Scotch, fresh, £G 10s.
;
Yarmouth, fresh, £10 per last. Besides

the deficiency spoken of above, another circumstance affecting

prices favourably was the absence of Norwegian Herring from the

market. Two notable changes, or developments may be recorded,

the one, a change in tho class of buyers
;
the other, a change in

the demand.

1897 saw great numbers of foreign buyers in tho markets,

Germans and Dutchmen, and it also saw a striking rise in the

demand for Pickled Herring—Herring which are gutted, placed in

brine, packed in barrels and exported. These are eaten simply as

Pickled Herring, in their raw state, or the brine having been washed

out of them, they may be turned, on arrival at their destination,

into “reds.” 80,000 barrels of Pickled were asked for by Germany,

and sent out by Yarmouth curers alone, and Belgium and Holland

were also active buyers in both the Yarmouth and the Lowestoft

markets. The extension of the pickling business was much

apparent to the eye on the Yarmouth South Denes, where a large

area was occupied by men and women employed in packing the

millions of fish into the thousands of barrels. Fortunately the

Autumn was free from wind or rain : bad weather would have

seriously hindered the work, as there was no convenience in the

shape of shelter to meet so large a demand of a kind so unexpected.

An analysis of the catch, landed on the Yarmouth Wharf, shows a

gross total of 23,013 lasts landed by Yarmouth, Lowestoft, and

Scotch boats, which at 13,200 fish per last, gives three hundred and

three million, seven hundred and seventy-one thousand, six hundred

Herrings. At the Lowestoft \\ harf, 13,523 lasts were landed, or

one hundred and seventy-eight million, five hundred and three

thousand, six hundred Herring—being nearly five hundred million

Herring in all. The land of fish on the Yarmouth Wharf exceeded

that of last year by 3762 lasts, or by 21 per cent; that on the

Lowestoft Wharf by 5332 lasts, or by 62 per cent.

The number of Yarmouth, Scotch, and Lowestoft boats fishing

from both ports was 856, or 326 from Yarmouth, giving an increase
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of 52 on the number of last year, an increase due almost wholly

to the Scotch boats, which arrived in great numbers to repair the

deficiency of the earlier fishing, and 530 from Lowestoft, giving an

increase of 274 boats, made up of 215 Lowestoft and 59 Scotch.

It will he noticed that there is a rapid growth of the Herring

fishing in Lowestoft, whereas the growth in Yarmouth is not so

noticeable
;

a fact to he accounted for partly by the great con-

venience of the Lowestoft Dock accommodation, which offers a

“ restful
” and safe place in which boats may lie when they are

in port. The superior methods adopted by the Scotch fishermen,

which enable them to catch fish better, and to work their boats

more economically than is done in Yarmouth, also militate greatly

against the success of the Yarmouth fishing, and can hardly fail to

affect the Lowestoft fishing as well, unless changes are made.

These 85G boats together caught 3G,53G lasts, which gives an

average catch of about 42^- lasts per boat, or 7J lasts per boat less

than last year
;

a result which confirms the statement that the

largeness of the catch was not due to the Herring shoals being

unusually large, but to the increase in the number of boats employed.

I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness for the statistical infor-

mation in this article to the Great Yarmouth Borough Accountant,
t

and to Mr. Henderson of Lowestoft, and for additional information

and revision of proofs to Mr. John R. Nutman and Mr. N. Suffling.

Return of Herrings landed at Yarmouth and Lowestoft
Fish-Wharves in 1897.

Yarmouth. Lowestoft.
Lasts Thousands Hundreds Lasts Thousands Hundreds

(132)

2

7
(5

4
2

G

1

(13,ii00)

( January
—

Spring
Fishing

\ February
March

J
April

—

v May 3

Mid-
summer
Fishing

1
June

) July
162
317

North
Sea

Fishing

i
August

i September
. 322
. 1,645

Autumn f October . 0,244
Home November . 10,276
Voyage _ December . 1,014

Yarmouth 23,013
Lowestoft 13,523

(1820) (133) (13,200) (1320)

z z
! 95 7— —
. 234 3— — 184 1

— —
. 149 5— —
. 476 1

12 4— — 93 6

— —
. 4,528 8— —
. 7,152 7— —
. 595 6

— — 13,523 2

Total . 3G,53G
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XI.

NATURAL HISTORY NOTES FROM YARMOUTH.

I5y A. Patterson.

Read 29th March, ISOS.

BIRDS.

Woodcock.—One taken alive in the street, March 20th, 1897.

Bram bungs.

—

Unusually numerous in neighbourhood during

March, 1897.

Spoonbill.

—

A lino one loitering about Breydon, April 27th,

1897, and two or throe days previously. Another, May 23rd—29th.

Suklducks.

—

Three examples of this beautiful Duck, evidently

searching for Winkles, on Breydon Flats, May 7th, 1897
;
four

more on May 15th.

Turnstones.—Several on Breydon on May 15th, 1897 ;
six on

Breydon in the morning, and twenty at night fall of May 21st.

Grkensuanks.

—

Five on Breydon, May 21st.

Black Tern.

—

Only met with one example this year, viz., on

June 3rd, 1897. *

Dunlins, etc.

—

About sixty Dunlins, Ringed Plovers, and

Redshanks in one flock, on Breydon, June 26th, 1897. Curlews

were in some numbers by the 29th. Over one hundred Redshanks,

mostly birds of the year bred in the neighbourhood, in one flock

near my house-boat. Their clamour was incessant.

Fawn-coloured Sparrow.

—

A Sparrow of a decidedly fawn

colour was shot at Ormesby, July 23rd.

Spoonbill.

—

Saw one on Breydon busily scooping on a flat near

the North Wall Drain on July 31st. It was in company with

Gulls. The Spoonbill is very sociable in its habits.

Common Sandpipers.

—

Saw twelve of these birds in company

up the North River, August 4th.
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Migrants.—Quite a rush of Migrants occurred on September 5th.

Several were killed by night-fall. This portended, I thought, a

change of wind. The wind had been continuously W.S. W. for

some days
;

in twelve hours after I noticed the birds passing it

had shifted to E. On Durrant’s stall on the 6th, I noticed the

following: 10 Bartailed Godwits, 1 immature Shelduck, 9 Curlew-

sandpipers, 1 Eeeve, 20 Knots, 1 $ Scaup, 1 Greenshank, 2 King-

fishers. This was Durrant’s heaviest and most mixed show of

birds all the season of 1897—8.

Teal.—Saw hardly any in season 1896—7. Two appeared in

the Market on September 11th, 1897. Subsequently others. More

plentiful this than for several years past.

Piialarope.—Grey Phalarope, shot on Breydon, Oct. 7th, 1897.

Woodcock.—Pirst Woodcock of season, shot October 5th.

Storm Petrel.—One shot on Breydon, October 23rd, 1897.

Wind E., strong, but not boisterous. One brought in from sea

alive on November 3rd, and kept some days in a cage; killed

eventually by a dog.

Bewick’s Swans.—Two in the Market during week ending

November 6th, 1897.

Waxwing.—One killed on North Denes during first week of

November, 1897.

Eider Duck.—An immature example in the Market, November

20th
,
1897. Killed in the breakers at Hemsby by a stone on the

17th. During the great gale and high tide of November 29th,

one swam about on Breydon within six yards of me. I saw it

killed by a marshman.

Golden Plover.—Saw about 200 in one flock at Acle,

December 22nd, 1897.

Bewick’s Swan.—A grand specimen, shot on Breydon, February

23rd, 1898. An adult male. The bird hung on a stall day after

day until it was spoiled.

Redshanks.—Eight seen on the Bure Marshes, March 13th, 1898.

Shag.—During the gale of March end, a Shag alighted on board

a smack wearied out. It refused to leave, and was eventually made

a prisoner. I secured it, and have since kept it alive. It devours,

indiscriminately, any kind of fish, and has become remarkably

tame and saucy. It ejects undigested fish-bones.

IIooded Crows.—March 31st, 1898 : again on April 15th.
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Many scores of Hooded Crows on Breydon, many in pairs;

undoubtedly gathering together 'for their departure.

Jackdaws and Redwings.—On the morning of April 2nd, 1898,

1 saw some Jackdaws bound direct N.E., flying very high. Their

notes were unmistakable. At night I several times heard the

sharp cry of the Redwing.

Spoonbill.—One on April 8th on Breydon.

FISIIES,

Cod v. Sole.—A “shilling sized” i.e. a sole worth one shilling

was taken out of a Cod’s maw on March 21st, 1897.

Cuckoo Ray (Jtaia circulari*).—A two-foot example (now in

Norwich Museum), April 17th, 1897, and two others nearly as

large.

Starry Ray ( Rain rcuJiafa).
— Length 22£ inches, came to the

Fish Wharf on May 14th, 1897. It is the first example I have met

with, and from its freshness 1 have little hesitation in claiming it

as a local specimen. It was the thorniest Ray I ever set eyes upon.

Dory.— Smallest locally taken example of Dory, caught in a

shrimp-net, May 18th, 1897. Length 4.1 inches. Size of a

crown-piece.

‘Bulldog’ Gurnard —An example of the Sappharine Gurnard

with stunted head, answering to the variety known as ‘ Bulldog,’

brought in May 18th, 1897. Length about 1G inches. Another

May 29th.

Albino Turbot.

—

A 15-inch all white Turbot on the Fish Wharf,

May 25th, 1897.

Angler-fish.—Enormous Sea-Angler or Fishing-frog. Weight

1-cwt. Brought into Yarmouth June 3rd, 1897.

Mackerel.

—

On June 15th, 1897, a 15-inch Mackerel (Scomber

scomber) was brought to the Wharf. The deep blue-black back

was whole-coloured, and was unrelieved by any markings whatsoever.

Atherine.—Not usually so common at Yarmouth as at Lowestoft.

On or about the 9th July several were taken on Breydon.

Bib.—Unusual numbers on Breydon September-end, 1897.

Average length G inches. A Grey Gurnard, a species not partial

to Breydon, taken with number of Bibs, September 29th. Length

14 inches.
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Thrasher.—A Thrasher Shark (Squalus vulpes) landed at

Lowestoft, September 29th, 1897, by the Mackerel boat, “ Hastings

Girl.” Length 12 feet. Another Thrasher landed on Yarmouth

Fish Wharf, October 8th, 1897. Lengtli 10 feet 2 inches.

Mackerel.

—

A fine example, 19J inches long, on Wharf,

October 16th. The latest date for Mackerel occurrence on the

Fish Wharf, December 6th, 1897.

Pike.—Mr. Boning of Yarmouth, fishing at Potter Heigham,

January 8th, 1898, caught a 29-lb. Pike. Length 43 i inches,

girth 22J- inches.

Pole or Craig-fluke.—Two Craig-flukes
(
Pleuronedes cyno-

glossus) on a fish stall, January 1 7 th, 1898. Saw five others on

February 3rd.

Streaked Gurnard.— A fine example of this Gurnard
(
Trigla

lineata

)

brought in January 22nd, 1898.

Long Hough Dab.—A 16^-inch Long Hough Dab
(
Hippo -

glossoid.es limandoides

)

brought in February 21st, 1898.

Ling.

—

A considerable number of Ling being taken on long

lines, March, 1898.

Sea Bream.—A fine example of the Sea Bream
(
Pagellus

centrodontus) taken in a draw-net off the beach, April 1st, 1898.

Cuckoo Ray.

—

Saw a beautiful specimen of the Cuckoo Hay

(Raia circularis
)
on April 5th, 1898. It was taken on a long line

just off Yarmouth.

Abnormal Plaice.—An 11-inch Plaice on the Fish Wharf, with

a fin extending quite across tire centre of the under side
;

it had

eight rays, with a connecting membrane. This extra fin must have

been an inconvenience.
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XU.

THE LATE SIR EDWARD NEWTON, M.A., K.C.M.G.

Very early in the current year of our Society, which is just coming

to an end, we had to lament the loss by death of one of our most

distinguished Members and a former President, Sir Edward Newton,

K.C.M.G., who died at Lowestoft, on the 25th of April, 1897.

Born on the 10th of November, 1832, at Elveden, in Suffolk,

close to the Norfolk border, although thoroughly East Anglian, he

had always a preference for the county of his birth, and it is

probable that it was this preference which induced him to settle at

Lowestoft, where the last years of his retirement were spent
;
but

he always took a keen interest in the affairs of the sister county.

A boyhood, of necessity, owing to delicate health, spent much at

home, and in a district in which many circumstances combined to

create a paradise for the naturalist, added to the happy and congenial

companionship of his elder brother, the present Professor Alfred

Newton, doubtless tended to develop that intense love for out-door

observation to which, through life, he was so devoted. He was

a keen bird’s nester and collector of eggs, but not a plunderer of nests,

and through the warrenors learnt the art of finding nests by watching

the birds (such as Lapwings, Stone Curlews, Ring Dotterels, &c.),

as they rose or ran from them. This art he adapted to other birds,

and was especially successful in finding the nests of the Woodlark

and heath breeding birds. To do this of course needed an intimate

knowledge of the habits of the birds, and the writer has witnessed

with pleasure his skill, and the keenness of his delight at finding

year after year the nest of a rare and particularly shy little bird

which he discovered breeding in an unsuspected locality, and the

safety of which he so jealously guarded, that to speak of it in

a voice beyond a whisper was treason. His Natural History notes

contributed to ‘The Zoologist,’ commenced in 1845, at the early

age of twelve years : he also not long after began a collection of

birds’ sternums which by means of correspondents in all parts of

the kingdom he carried on for ten years or more, at the end of

which time he had those of uearly every species on the “ British ”
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list, beside not a few foreign species. A most useful series of

papers in ‘The Zoologist,’ vols. v., vi., and vii., giving the date of

arrival and of the first egg laid by seventy-four species of Migrants,

contributed by the brothers A. and E. Newton, will show not only

how diligently they must have worked in the years 1847, 1848,

and 1849, but also how thoroughly they were acquainted with the

birds found at Elveden, and their skill in discovering their nests.

About this time, too', the idea of forming a much more comprehen-

sive register of Natural History phenomena was first entertained

and actually commenced on the 1st of January, 1850, it was con-

tinued for ten years, and has been summarised, and a specimen page

of the actual form of register given in a paper “On a Method

of Registering Natural History Observations,” contributed by

Professor Newton to our ‘Transactions’ in 1870. This register

far exceeded in completeness anything of the sort which had

preceded it, and resulted in some interesting and unexpected

disclosures.

It was through his talks with warreners and shepherds that the

idea first occurred to Edward Newton, of collecting from them

information as to the former abundance and the circumstances

attending the extinction of certain former inhabitants of the heaths

and fens, and with their accustomed energy the two brothers set to

work to interview and commit to writing the recollections of these

men who had spent long lives on the spot. The difficulty of obtain-

ing such information (as all know who have attempted it), and the

care and time which had to be bestowed upon it were great
;
but

Professor Newton tells me his brother was unequalled in the skill

with which he extracted from such witnesses all they knew, and

the result was a vast amount of valuable first-hand information

with regard to the former abundance of Bitterns and Harriers in

the fens, and reliable materials for a history of the extinction of

the Bustard in Norfolk and Suffolk, by which the article on that

bird in Mr. Stevenson’s ‘ Birds of Norfolk ’ was greatly enriched.

The first of these “ conversations ” committed to paper was in

July, 1851, although this was by no means the first which had

taken place, and the great flood in the year 1852—3 turned

their attention to the desirability of making similar investigations

in the fen district.

These investigations foreshadowed the still more valuable

researches which Edward Newton carried on with such marked
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success in after years, in relation to the Solitaire, the Dodo, and

other extinct birds in the Mascarene Islands. It may be worth

mentioning as indicative of their constant alertness, that in 1853,

when driving from Elveden to Scoulton, and passing through the

parish of Stow Bedon, the two brothers, attracted by their cry,

detected a colony of Edible Frogs
;
nothing came of this at the

time, but the fact was imparted to tire writer (and perhaps others)

that it might not be lost sight of; and in 1859 the details with

Mr. Berney’s hitherto unpublished notes of their introduction to

the county, were printed in ‘The Zoologist’ (p. 6538). In May,

1876, Professor Newton again came upon some of these amphibians

in another locality in the same parish.

But these homo studies were to some extent interrupted by his

entering at Magdalene College, Cambridge (where he graduated

B.A. in 1857), soon however to be directed into a wider sphere,

for in 1858 he went to the Island of St. Croix, in the West Indies,

where lie resided for some months, as a result of which visit lie

contributed to ‘The Ibis’ (the Journal of the British Ornithologists’

Union, of which he was one of eight founders who collected around

them twelve others, making twenty original members) a series of

papers (still in conjunction with his brother) on the birds of that

Island.

In 1859 he entered the Colonial Service, having been appointed

Assistant Colonial Secretary of Mauritius, and was promoted to

Auditor General in 1S63, and Colonial Secretary in 1868. In 1861

he was sent to Madagascar on an Official Mission, and the next

year he again visited that Island on his own account, communicating

as usual the ornithological results of his visits to ‘ The Ibis.’

In 1864 he visited the Island of Rodriguez, the former home of

the extinct Solitaire, where his knowledge of the osteology of birds

enabled him to recognise, and subsequently have collected, valuable

spoils of the extinct birds of that island possessing surpassing

interest. He also visited the Seychelles with good results, and at

various times contributed largely to the elucidation of the ancient

fauna of the Mauritius, a task most congenial to him, as already

mentioned with regard to his labours in the same direction in

his early home.

In 1875 he was made C.M.G., and in 1877 was transferred to

Jamaica, holding the posts of Lieut.-Governor and Colonial Secretary

VOL. VI. F F
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of that Island till 1883. During this latter period his official

work was so heavy that it left him little time to follow out his

favourite pursuit, but he never missed an opportunity of helping

forward the science of Ornithology, whether by his own researches,

or by the assistance which his official position enabled him to render

to others. Hard work and the effects of climate broke down his

health, and in 1882 he was compelled to return to England
;
and in

1883, much to his regret, to retire from the service in which he had

greatly distinguished himself, and in which his prospects of pro-,

motion were so bright. In 1887 he was promoted to K.C.M.G.

It is not my intention to give an extended list of Sir Edward

Newton’s scientific papers or of his services to ornithological science,

but rather to dwell on his connection with ourselves, and to recall

his kindly presence when acting in 1887—8 as President of our

Society, and the valuable Address on the Birds of the Mascarene

Islands with which he enriched its ‘ Transactions.’ So late as

30th of March, 1897, the writer, in the company of the two brothers,

whose life-long attachment seemed if possible to increase with the

failing health of the younger, visited the spot where they had

together seen a Swift, on the remarkably early date of the 26th of

that month, and he little thought the keen interest displayed by

Sir Edward in every incident of the drive was so soon to end,, and

that the day so delightfully spent in his genial society would be

the last ho would be privileged so to pass.

I cannot do better than to conclude with the tribute paid to

the memory of Sir Edward Newton by an old and valued friend

(Canon Tristram), to which I can add nothing but my heartfelt

accord :
“ Eor the last five years his health was perceptibly declining.

Yet, though always more or less of an invalid, his interest in the

pursuits of his more vigorous days never flagged . . The

unselfish modesty which marked all his natural-history work was

equally conspicuous in his daily life. His whole nature was the

very opposite of self-asserting. There was a delightful charm in

the simplicity and genuineness of the man, which won the hearts

of all who knew him well
;
and looking back on a friendship of

forty years, the writer can but feel it to have been a high privilege

to have known one in whose character were blended all the

qualities that go to make the careful, truthful naturalist, and the

refined Christian gentleman ” (‘Ibis,’ 1897, p. 479).—T. S.
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XIII.

WILD BIRDS PROTECTION.

Mr. Henry Frederick, Hon. Secretary of the Breydon Wild Birds

Protection Society, having brought before our Society the question

of the extension of the close-time for shore birds to 31st August,

about which his Society had already intended to memorialise the

Norfolk County Council, it was decided on 22nd February- 1*98,

that a separate Memorial on the subject be presented to the

County Council from the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society,

as follows :

—

TO THE CHAIRMAN, ALDERMEN, AND COUNCILLORS
OP THE COUNTY COUNCIL POR THE ADMINISTRATIVE

COUNTY OF NORFOLK.

THE MEMORIAL of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society.

SHEWET! I a* follows:—

Under and by virtue of the Wild Birds Protection Act, 1880, the killing

and taking of Wild Birds is prohibited between the 1st day of March and

the 1st day of August in any year
;
and such Act, as varied by the Local

Government Act, 1888, empowers one of Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries

of State upon application by the County Council of any Administrative

County by Order to extend or vary the time during which the killing or

taking of Wild Birds or any of them is so prohibited.

Por the County of Norfolk no such Order extending or varying the period

aforesaid has yet been obtained, and the close time therefore ends on the last

da}- of July in each year. This date is fouud to be far too early to give

the requisite protection to numerous species of Wild Birds; and your

Memorialists, acting under the advice of Naturalists of repute, are desirous

that the close time should be extended for the whole month of August, for

all species of Wild Birds with the exception only of Wild Duck.

If this Order be obtained, it will assimilate the law in the Administrative

County of Norfolk to that prevailing in the Administrative County of East

Suffolk; and besides giving the desired protection, it will also facilitate the

working of the 'Wild Birds Protection Act in the parts where the two

Counties adjoin, and especially so in the case of Breydon Water, part of

which is in each such County.

F F 2
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Your Memorialists are the more emboldened in preferring this Memorial

from the fact that they do so with the full approval of the Right Honourable

the Earl of Leicester, K.G., the Lord Lieutenant of the County, and owner

of the soil on which the chief breeding place of the shore birds in this

County is situate.

Your Memorialists therefore pray that you will be pleased to take the

matter into your consideration, and thereupon make application to a

Secretary of State for an Order extending the time during which the killing

and taking of all Wild Birds, except only Wild Duck, is prohibited by the

Wild Birds Protection Act, 1880, so as to include the whole month of

August in each year.

Dated this 20th day of March, 1S98.

(Signed)

A. W. PRESTON, President,

Norfolk & Norwich Naturalists’ Society.

W. A. NICHOLSON, Hon. Secretary.

This having been approved by the County Council, the following

Order was made by the Secretary of State, thus extending the

operation of the Act, as desired.

IY. “The period during which the killing or taking of Wild Birds is

prohibited by the Act of 1880, shall be extended throughout the Count}' of

Norfolk, so far as regards all birds mentioned in the Schedule to that Act,

except the Snipe, Teal and all species of Wild Duck, so as to be from the

1st March to the 31st August in any year.”

XIV.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.

Albatros in Cambridgeshire.— An Albatros, which has since

been identified as Diomedea melanoph ri/s, was caught on the Streetley

Hall Farm, near Linton in Cambridgeshire, on the 9th July, by

a labourer, named Samuel Barker, who killed and took it to
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Mr. S. Owen Webb, of Streetley Hall, who forwarded it, under the

impression that it was a species of Gull, to Mr. Travis, taxidermist,

Bury St. Edmund’s, for preservation. The bird, when captured,

was uninjured, and in very good condition, bore no marks of

captivity, but seemed simply exhausted. On hearing of it through

the Rev. Julian Tuck, I asked Mr. J. H. Gurney to go with me to

Mr. Travis’s shop to examine it, and to make sure of the species,

we persuaded him to forward it to Mr. Howard Saunders, who, in

conjunction with Mr. Osbert Salvin, pronounced it to belong to the

above species. It is, I believe, the first instance of the occurrence

of an Albatros in the British Isles, though a bird of the same

species was shot in the Faeroe Islands (‘Ibis,’ 1896, p. 136), and

others are referred to by Mr. J. A. Harvie-Brown and Mr. II. L.

Popham (‘Zoologist,’ 1894, p. 337), as having been met with in

that same portion of the Atlantic Ocean. In the present specimen

which appears to be an adult bird, the superciliary mark is scarcely

perceptible, consisting of a very indistinct tinge of grey on the

feathers over and in front of the eye, in which respect it seems to

resemble the one killed in the Fmroes, and there is another peculiarity

which, strange to say, is not mentioned in the British Museum

Catalogue, vol. xxv. p. 447, and that is, that the whole of the

outer web of the outside tail feather is white, or whitish, a very

conspicuous feature when the tail is spread. The following note

was made by Mr. Gurney and myself from the specimen shortly

after it was mounted.
inches.

Length—following outline of mounted specimen

along the back from tip of beak to end of tail ... 2d.3

Wing, closed from bend to tip ... ... ... 17.0

Bill, along ridge to tip following the curve ... 4.2

Tarsus, iu front ... ... ... ... 2.4

„ behind ... ... ... ... 2.9

Expanse (teste Mr. Travis) about ... ... 84.0

Number of tail feathers, twelve

Soft parts as described to us by Mr. Travis, and so far as we
could judge ourselves: bill, pale lemon yellow, along the culmen,

passing into brownish black at the bend towards the tip for about

one inch, the extreme tip for about half an inch pale whitish horn,

remainder brownish orange; legs and feet fleshy blue.—E. A. Butler,

Lt.-Col.
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Honey Buzzard in Suffolk.—A remarkably fine specimen of

the Honey Buzzard (Pernis apivorus) was shot in Bull’s Cross

Wood, on the Edwardstone Hall Estate, about 4£ miles S.E. of

Lavenham in Suffolk, on or about the 1st of July, by a gamekeeper,

who mistook it in thick covert for a Wood Pigeon. It is in perfect

adult plumage, having the lower parts almost entirely white, and

has been preserved by Mr. Travis, taxidermist, Burv St. Edmund’s,

in whose shop Mr. J. II. Gurney and I had the pleasure of examin-

ing it shortly after it was mounted.—E. A. Butler, Lt.-Col.

Marked Woodcocks.—January, 1898. Young Woodcocks have

been marked in the Parks at Alnwick, the seat of the Duke of

Northumberland, since the year 1891, with a German silver ring

on the leg, on which was stamped the letter “N,” and the year,

(thus, N 91).

The following marked birds have been shot :

—

Mark and
Date.

n. oi.

N. 91.

N. 92.

N. 94.

N. 94.

N. 96.

N. 96.

N. 07.*

N. 97.

N. 97.

Where Killed and by Whom.

Harehope, Northumberland (about 7 miles N.W.)

Hulne Park, Alnwick, by Earl Percy

„ „ b}' Hon. T. Willoughby

Broome Park, Northd. (adjoining Estate)

Hepburn Wood, Northd. (about 10 miles N.W.)

Hulne Park, by Mr. Paynter

„ (Catheugh)

Rosegarland, Wexford, Ireland

Hulne Park, Alnwick, by Earl Percy ...

„ „ by Lord George Campbell

Date when
Killed.

Nov. 1891

Dec. 1892

Jan. 6, 1896

Nov. 1894

Jan. 1895

Nov. 1896

Dec. 16, 1896

Dec. 10, 1897

Jan. 1898

Jan. 1898

(* See letter in ‘ Field ’ Newspaper hu F. R. Leigh.)

The above birds were all marked in the months of May or June.

Numbers marked, 1891.

M
55

55

55

55

55

55

55

1892.

1894.

1896.

1897.

6

5

4
9

19

Woodcocks.

55

55

55

55

Woodcocks were also ringed by the keepers in 1893 and 1895,

but at present none are known to have been shot belonging to those

years. (It was stated that one was shot in Sussex last year, but as

the bird was purchased at a poulterer’s, there was doubt as to where

it was killed : cf. ‘The Field,’ February 13th, 1897).—E. G. Wiieler.

Migration of Ping Ouzel (Turdus torquatus, L.).—In April of

last year, 1896 (7 tli and 8th), large numbers were making their
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migration across the Pyrenees. As many as a hundred daily were

killed and brought into the Hotel at Argeles. M. Peyrafitte tells

me that they only cross the mountains here and at Bagneres de

Bigorre. As the mountains are much lower and more easy to cross

near Saint Jean de Luz it would seem as if these two points were

old migratory routes. From enquiries I made, the Ouzel is never

seen on either side of the migratory track, as e.y. between Luz and

Oavarnio. Large quantities of Pigeons are said to be caught in nets

at Argeles and Bagneres do Bigorre during their migration. I notice 1

a remarkable degree of variation in the plumage of the Ouzel.

Many were evidently birds of the previous year, and had not any

trace of the white ring.

—

John Lowe, M.D.

Occurrence op the Mediterranean Herring Gull (Larus

uaciiinnans) in Norfolk.

—

Whilst engaged in making a catalogue

of the fine collection of British Birds in the possession of Mr. E. M.

Connop of Rollesby Hall, near Great Yarmouth, Mr. Cole, the

Norwich bird preserver, pointed out to me a Herring Gull, which

ho said the late Mr. Stevenson had examined in the flesh, and

believed to bo Larus cachinnans. At his request Mr. (.'ole had

noted the colour of the soft parts on the back of the case, and a

careful examination led me to endorse the opinion expressed by

Mr. Stevenson. Mr. Howard Saunders has also been good enough

to examine the bird, and expresses himself quite satisfied with the

correctness of the determination. The bird was shot by the

veteran gunner John Thomas, on Breydon Water, near Great

Yarmouth, and sent by him in the flesh to Mr. Cole, on the 4th of

November, 1886; it proved to be a male by dissection, and differed

from tbe Common Herring Gull in the darkness of the mantle; the

legs were a beautiful lemon yellow, and the bare ring round the eye

deep orange-red. The mantle and orbital ring still retain their

normal colour, but the legs have unfortunately been painted pale

yellow, which Mr. Cole assures me he imitated from nature. The

late season at which this southern species was killed seems remark-

able
;
but still later in the same year (on December 26th), and in

the same locality, a beautiful adult example of the Mediterranean

Black-headed Gull was killed. I am not aware of any previous

occurrence of L. cachinnans in Britain having been recorded.—

Thomas Southwell.
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Tawny Pipit in Norfolk.

—

This species was first recorded as

British from a specimen killed at Shoreham in August, 1858, since

which time it has been met with some thirteen or fourteen times

always in autumn, and with one doubtful exception (said to have

been killed at Bridlington)—always in the South of England. It is

quite possible that others may have been overlooked. The bird

now exhibited was taken in a clap-net on the 7th October, 1897, near

the Battery on the North Denes, Yarmouth, and proved to be a ?

by dissection. It breeds in France and Holland, most suitable

districts on the European Continent from the Baltic to the Mediter-

ranean, and in North Africa. The addition of the above two birds

brings the number of fully recognised Norfolk species up to 308,

in addition to which there are 8 others, which for various reasons

are considered doubtful—of these 308 species, 108 breed regularly

in this county,—6 others nest here occasionally, 11 are suspected

to have bred here, and there are 14 others which formerly nested in

Norfolk but have now ceased to do so, leaving 169 species occurring

here which are not known to breed in Norfolk, and 8 others the

claims of which to be reckoned as “Norfolk Birds” are not considered

to be fully established.—Thomas Southwell.

Leucociiroa oandidissima.

—

The abundance of this shell in the

Riviera is very remarkable. At Mentone and Bordighera it is the

most abundant of all shells. They may be seen at a long distance

forming white bands at the foot of sloping banks, and suggesting

the idea of bits of chalk which had rolled down. This resemblance

might be protective, but the abundance of the shell seems to indicate

something repulsive in the flavour, rather than such a degree of

stupidity on the part of the Thrush family as would prevent their

distinguishing them from stones. One would be inclined to think,

however, that their numbers are rather due to the paucity of birds

than to any other cause. The point is a curious one, and worth

more closely working out than I was able to do.—John Lowe, M.D.

Psyche bombycella.

—

A curious instance of mimicry is shown

by the larva of this insect. It resembles a very minute ‘ caddis
’

and is of a slate blue colour. Some years ago I found it in

Switzerland, on the spikes of Nardus stricta, to the summit of

which it climbs, and lixing itself by one end moves about in a

manner closely resembling the anthers of the plant agitated by

the wind. The similarity to these is so great that it was with
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difficulty that I could distinguish the one from the other, and it

was only by some eccentric movement that I discovered the creature

at all. It is difficult to say what is the precise object of its climbing

up the stems of this grass (I found it on no other species), but

that it is protected by its resemblance to the anthers is certain.

A similar species which I found on Thistles is probably Psyche

nirjricantdla.—John Lowe, M. 1).

IbECiLOscrrus vulnkkatus -I have recently taken a few examples

of this insect at Yarmouth on the South Denes. It forms a most

interesting addition to the British Fauna, as although it is well

known on the Continent, and has occurred in Sweden, Denmark,

Germany, France, Switzerland, and all over South Europe, it has

not previously been seen on this side of the Channel. All my
specimens came from Galium rerum growing among the short

grass.—=ErT4; Whklkr. M
Aculeate IIym enoutera at Tostock, near Bury St. Edmund's.

The splendid season of 1897 was very profitable for my lield

work. I added the following to my parish list:—
.
Leptothorax acervorum, Fab. A worker upon a post at the

wood. August 14 th.

Salius fuscus, Linn. May 30th, on Wild Parsley.

Tachytes pectinipes, Linn. Two, June 7th.

Andrena decorata, Stn. Three females, July 28th, on Parsley.

Halictus prasinus, Sin. Female, July 7th, on Hawk weed.

Osmia leucomelana, Ivirb. July 7th, on the flower of the

Garden Sage.

Megachile maritima, Ivirb. July 8th, two females, one male, in

the flowers of Campanula trachelinm (nettle-leaved bell-flower).

Epeolus productus, Thoms. Two females, August 10th, on

Pagwort.

This brings my list to : Ants 10, Fossores <)4, Wasps 13, Bees 1 12,

total 189. And. with about seventy species recorded from other

places, chiefly along the coast, Suffolk now takes the first place

among the counties for the Aculeate Hvmenoptera; Xorfolk follow-

ing next. 1 also captured the following uncommon Bees: Aomada
ochrostoma (3), Andrena pilipes (4), Sphecodes rubicundus (G males),

Stelis aterrima (5), S. phseoptera (4), Prosopis brevicornis (3), P. con-

fusus (l), Colletes pieistigma (5).
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In Coleoptera I had several good Inquilines. I opened up

twenty-seven nests of Vespa vulgaris, and got from seven of them

17 Metmcus paradoxus (1, 3, 4, 1, 4, 2, 2).

From nests of Bombus latreillellus and lapidarius I took several

of the rare Heterothrops, 4-punctula, and a large number of Epurma

testiva. From Vespa rufa, Oxytelus sculpturatus and Cryptophagus

setulosus
;
from B. sylvarum, Anthicus antherinus and Carcinops

minimus, the last new to Suffolk. From V. crabro, Oxypoda opaca
;

from B. terrestris, Lathrobium boreale. From Fungi, I took in

abundance the pretty Tetratoma fungorum
;
also Ilomaiota liturata,

a rare insect.

In the general list I had Microglossa nidicola, Tacliyporus for-

mosus, Silpha tristis, Telmatophilus caricis (on typha), Ptilinus

pectinicornis, Pogonocherus dentatus, Apthona hilaris, and Tychius

meliloti.

Among the Diptera, the best thing I had was Pocota apiformis,

a handsome Fly bred from a larva found in a Bee’s nest. Other

good Flies were : Chrysonotus bipunctatus, Syrphus cinctellus,

Actina tibialis, Xanthogramma. ornatum, Eristalis sepulchralis,

Criorrhina floccosa, Chrysotoxum 8-maculatum, Nemorcea glabrata,

Gonia ornata and Brachycoma devia.

Mr. Claude Morley came over on August 4th, and although it

was very hot and dry, he took by sweeping a new hemipteron for

the Suffolk list, Macrotylus solitarius. I also took Sehirus bicolor

(under bark), Berytus minor (in a Bee’s nest), Aradus depressus,

and Nabis flavomarginatus (macroptcrous form). Also Issus

coleoptratus (homopteron) in a nest of V. vulgaris
,
and Pediopsis

tibialis by sweeping.—W. H. Tuck, Tostock.
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